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OMBINED SUMMONS
Case No.:

Ilbt.t3 iL,

In the matter between:

MINERAL COMMODITIES LIMITED

First Plaintiff
Second Plaintiff

MARK VICTOR CARUSO

and

JOHN GERARD INGRAM CLARKE

Defendant

To the Sheriff or his Deputy:

INFORM:

JOHN GERARD INGRAM CLARKE, an adult male whose full

and

further particulars

currently

residing at

are unknown to the plaintiffs,
31 Caithness Road, Blairgowrie,

Randburg, Gauteng.
(hereinafter called "the Defendant")

THAT:

MINERAL COMMODITIES

LIMITED, a company with limited

liability, duly registered and incorporated
under
principal

registration
place

of

number

ACN

business at

in Australia

008478 653, with

36-40 Murray Road,

Welshpool, Western Australia.
(hereinafter called "the FirstPlaintiff")
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AND THAT: MARK VICTOR CARUSO, an adult male businessman, care
of the first plaintiff at 36-40 Murray Road, WelshpooL
Western Australia, and currently the executive chairman
and chief executive officer of the first plaintiff.
(hereinafter called "the Second Plaintiff")

hereby institute action against the Defendant in which the First and
Second Plaintiffs ("the Plaintiffs")claim the relief on the grounds set out in
the particulars of claim annexed hereto.

INFORM the Defendant further that if he disputes the claim and wishes to
defend the action, the Defendant shall:

(i)

Within One (1) month of the service upon the Defendant of this
Summons file with the Registrarof this Court at at QUEEN VICTORIA
STREET,CAPE TOWN notice of Defendant's intention to defend and
serve a copy thereof on the Attorneys of the Plaintiffs,which notice
shall give an address (not being a post office box or poste restante)
referred to in Rule 19(3) for the service upon the Defendant of all
notices and documents in the auction.

(ii)

Thereafter and within Twenty (20) days after filing and serving notice
of intention to defend as aforesaid, file with the Registrarand serve
upon the Plaintiffs a Plea, Exception, Notice to Strike out, with or
without a Counter Claim.

INFORM the Defendant further that if the Defendant fails to file and serve
notice as aforesaid, judgment as claimed may be given against the
Defendant without further notice to the Defendant, or if having filed and
served such notice, the Defendant fails to plead, except make application
to strike out or counter-claim
Defendant.

Judgment

may be given against the
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AND immediately

thereafter

serve on the Defendant

a copy

of this

Summons and return the same to the Registrar with whatsoever you have
done thereon.

The Defendant

is requested to consent in writing to the exchange

or

service of subsequent documents and notices in this suit by way of either
facsimile or electronic email and the Defendant is to specify the facsimile
number or electronic email address for such service.

DATED at

CAPE TOWN

BERNADT VUKIC PO

on this the

17TH

SH & GETZ ATTORNEYS

Per: ------~~~-----ROSS KUDO
Plaintiffs' Attorney
11th Floor
1 Thibault Square
CAPETOWN
Tel: (021) 4053800
(Ref: Mr R Kudo/np/149208)
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Goodbye Bazooka: Wild Coast anti-mining activist killed I Deily Ma�erick

For a decade a community on the Wild Coast has been fighting against a company trying to mine titanium ln their a rea. On Tuesday,
they say ii led to the assassination of their leader. lt's the story of a community under attack and a leader lost 10 what activists say are
violent ambitions, By GREG NICOLSON.

32

Those who kT1ew Sikhosiphi 'Bazooka' Rhadebe describe him as a man of principle. "He was a fightei:," said Nonhle Mbuthuma from th�
Amadiba Crisis Committee (ACC), of which Rhadebt was chairman. He wasn't.,..iolent; she nuiant that he L'Olltinued to stand up for his
beliefs in the face of adversity. His nickname came from his love of soccer, named after a South American star.
His friends and comrades say Rhadebe's principles cost him his life. Over the last decade, community members on Pondoland's Wild Coast
have resisted attempts from Australian-owned m.ining company MRC and its local subsidiary TEM to access its titanium-rich Xolobeni
coastal dunes. It's been a battle between a rural community expressing its right to determine its fotme, hoping to promote the area's
ecotourism potential, and an outsider, together with its local empowerment networks, hoping to mine the area and move the community.
It's the story of a c.ommunity under attack.
On Tuesday evening, Rhadebe called two leaders of the ACC There's a hit list, he warned. He said he was the number one target. Accoriling
to Rhadebe's 15-year-old son, hours later a white Polo with a blue light on the roof pulled up at their house at about 21:30. The son looked
outside the curtains as two men came to the door claiming to be police offic.ers. They wanted to question Rhadebe, who was in the toilet
When Rhadebe came out, the men had their guns in hand. He closed the door and went with them to their car, intending to go to the police
st-c1.tion, where they wanted to question him. The 15-year--0ld then heard eight shots. He hid under the bed, not knowing what to do. When he
eventually went outside, he found his father dead.
The ACC said the murder of its chairman was clearly related to the organiSation's determination to obstruct MRC from mining the area.
"Our beloved Bazooka made the ultimate sacrifice defending our ancestral land of Arnadiba on the Wild Coast," said an ACC press release.
'JUthuma explained how they had continually blocked access to their land and after the mining company had tried three times to get a
mining licence they still wouldn't let it do an environmental impact survey or a social impact plan.
"The Australian mining company MRC and all the criminals in high positions who are eager to cut their piece of our land, and fill their
pockets with blood money, shall know this: The Amadiba coastal community will not be intimidated into :mbmission," said the ACC
statement on Monday.
M RC chairman Mark Caruso on Wednesday told Fin24 he wasn't aware of the killing, but called it tragic. ''The company is in no way
i,nplitated in a11y form whatsoever in this incide.it. Statements to the contrary are simply unfounded. This company will not engage in any
activity that incites violen�,·• he said.
Eastern Cape SAPS spokesman Lieutenant Khaya Tonjenj on Wednesday confirmed a murder case was opened, but when asked by Daily
Maverick.about police involn�ment, he said the allegations \"Vere so serious he first needed to consult his principals.
After Rhadebe's killing, 82 civil :mciety organlsations i�sued a letter condemning the assassination. ••for year/i, poor people's movements in
different parts of the country have experienced regular harassment, intimidation, detention and violence against their members. It is worst
felt when the media are far away and the victims are poor, black or rural. and when major industries stand to make billions in profit,� they
said. They demanded the arrest of his killers, the protection of ACC members, a Human Rights Commission investigation, and for all mining
licence applications to be suspended until the murder is investigated. Public ProtectorThuli Madonsela will also be asked to investigate the
issues of MRC's efforts to mine the Wild Coast.
;:spite Caruso's ongoing claim that his compan}' won't incite violence, the battles for mining rights on the Wild Coast have continually been
violent. Caruso, whose company has also faced community resistance to its operations in Vredendal, Western Cape, reportedly
(http·{lwww.timeslive.co.za/sundaytimes/stnews/2015/11 /29/Ayssie-cpmpany-threatens-bibtical-sm !ting-in-ongoing-Cape-row) toId
stakeholders in an e-mail last year that he was excited to prove detractors \\'t'Ong.
"And 1 will strike down upon thee with great vengeance and furious anger, those who attempt to poison and destroy my brothers. And you
will know my name is the Lord when l lay my vengeance upon thee," he quoted the Bible.
In a statement to police in February, the ACC's Mbuthuma said those resisting the mining operation fear for their lh•es. There have long
been protests and suspidous MRC wac:; involved in the mysterious deaths of leaders opposing the mining, but during 2015 ACC members
and those against the mining company's plans had further reason to fear. There were targeted and armed attacks against the community in
May and December. Four men were arrested in December on charges of attempted murder and robbery after nightly attacks, including
arson, in Mdatya on those who were against the mining operations. One of the men charged allegedly worked for the MRC-linked operations
nt Torrnin mine in the Western Cape.
"The key issue is whether human rights trump mining rights," said John Clarke, a social worker and Daily Maverick contributor, who has
been worldng closely w
· ith the community. The area, which was the site of the Pondoland revolt, is fiercely resistant to being told from the
outside what to do, said Clarke, and aftet· MRC continues to try for a mining licence the killing of Rhadebe he said it shows it's trying to
increase the pressure on those in its way.
ln a way, Rhadebe's tragic: death, say cnmmunity leaders, is perverse!)' a sign of their success. It's a sign that after rears of intimidation and
\'iolencc, th(! mining comprmy and its local beneficiari.es are out of optiong,
'·We make Lb,·:ir liws su i\iffi('ll\l... They'll fai\. They don't have any opliom: �:o will Lry to sc,\l'C: us.· said 1\-ibuthuma. n.M
http:Jfwww.da0ymaverick.co.zalarticlel2016-03-24"goodbye-bazooka-wi!d-coast-anti-mining-activisi-killedl#,V2PaJ7i97cd
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Photo: Siklwsiphi 'Bazooka' Rlladcbe (John Clarke)
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G (http://twitter.com/gregnicolson)
Greg Nicolson
Nicolson left his hometown of Melbourne to move to Johannesburg, beset by fears Australia was going to the dogs. With a
camera and a Mac in his bag, he ventures out to cover power and politics, the lives of those included and those excluded. He can
be found at the tavern, searching for a good story or drowning a bad one.
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Wi ld C oast residents vs Aussie
m ining company with bad human
rig hts track record
28 March 2016 7:17 AM

Share this:

The battle between the Amadiba Wild Coast community
and Australian Mining company Mineral Resources Commodities
(MRC) has been going on for years.
Social Worker and Development Consultant for the Amadiba
Community John Clarke, says the issue goes back twenty years to
1 996 when the Department of Mineral Resources invited Mark
Carnso, MRC Executive Chairman, to come and look at mineral
d<cnse deposits in that area. Clarke says the Department guaranteed
him mining rights, road access and a loan of R80 million TO get a
venture capital company off the ground to commence the mining.
For ten tn fifteen years civil society has been banging away at
government, trying to tell them this is not going 10 do South
Africa any good whatsoever. . Unfortunately and tragically it
haB come to this, where one of the leaders of the community,
'Bazooka' Rhadeve has been shot and killed. And he is not the
first person who has died under suspicious circumstances.
-·- John Clarke, Social Wo,-kerfi,,- Amadiba Comrmmitr

John Clarke has been trying to help the Amadiba community for
years but he says, his letter and pleas have fallen on deaf cars.
(ln dealing with the problem) it presupposes we can rely on
police and prosecuting authorities to get on with their jobs to
make sure where there are certain clear breaks. violations of
the law, they get prosecuted. And that has not happened.
- John Clarke. Soda! Worker/or Amadiba Communitr

Clarke says he hopes the new Minister's genuine concern will help
h�iy:·'iww1,\·,ca!)etaik.co.za-·ariicle:>/12449,\dld-coast-residenls-vs-aussie-rnining-co:-n!)a.'ly-w1th-bad-human-rights-track-record
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r1csolve the slluanon and give real cons1derat1on to 11le reports
previously ignored by the previous Minisier of Mineral Resources.

I _just hope that the death o f 'Bazooka' will be vindicated . . . and
Somh Africans will rally behind us and support the Arnadiba
community, donate money rather than just liking on Face book.
- John Clarke, Social Worker/in· Amadiba Con111n111i1y

Despite claims of differences within the community, Clarke insists
ihey are united in leadership structures and have always sent out a
clear message that they do not want mining on their ancestral land.
But the government have just continued to allow this Pe1th
based operation with its already well-defined track record of
human rights violations - not just in South Africa, but globally
- it has continues to court them. So its not really a question of
what the community wants. but can we be confident in the
way govemment is going about mineral administration in this
country.
- Joh11 Clarke, Social Worker/i>r Amadiha Co1111mmity

WILD COAST RESIDENTS BATTLES AUSTRALIAN
MINING COMPANY

The Amadiba Crisis Conuniftet.' :m<l Wild ( ·u:1s1 l'C.�idcnls have Dccu
battling for :11>1iut It! years t11 stop Ausrraliun minin .� mmpany \\·liner.ii
Rcsourcc Commoditil•s (l\lRC) and its lncal subsidiary. 1·: .-:1.usworld F.nl�rg�'
;md :Vlincrals (l'E\-1). frum mining lirnni11111 on cht· X1•!oll:ni cousrnl dune�.
Tensions have escalated since the nssassin:ition ol' ,\CC chi�i11,crsnn
Siklrnsiphi 'Bazooka' Rhadc,·e last week . .lohn Clurkl'. Social :1nd Worker
and Den�lopment r:onsult:mt at r\Rladiba Community of the \\'ild Const
tull;.s to Afric:i Melmrn about the latt!st dc,,cJopmcn1s.

'(-'""<,
· =. '
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\Vrirtl'n hy: Barbara Fried1nan
Share this:
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strong criticism. The attack on his homestead in March 1960 signalled the beginnings of

the revolt. . .

Saul Mabude had spent years at the great place as an advisor to Botha Sigcau.'
King Botha Sigcau was the King of amaMpondo ase Qaukeni, who had since 1938 ruled
a nation increasingly divided.

§
In Time: 1996
Some 172 years after Fynn's expedition and thirty.six years after the Pondo Uprising a
latter-day prospector named Mark Victor Caruso from Perth Australia followed a similar
path in his expedition. Along the same 22 km stretch of coastal dunes that Fynn had
traversed, Caruso also found what he was looking for: titanium and other heavy mineral
deposits, (ilmenite, rutile, zircon, pig iron, leucoxene). Subsequent analysis ranked his
find as the "tenth largest heavy mineral deposit in the world", with the 'space-age
mineral' titanium being the most plentiful.
§

In Time: 2007
On 5th September 2007, exactly fifty years after Leonard Mdingi' s father had been
forcibly removed from his homestead, King Mpondombini Sigcau, the son of Botha
Sigcau, drove past the Xolobeni store. Ahead of them were two more vehicles, one
transporting Commissioners from the SAHRC and the other with the Mayor of the O.R.
Tambo District Municipality. All were headed for the great place of the elephants
King Justice Mpondombini (the two tusked one) was corning to hear complaints from
the Amadiba comrnuni ty against Mark Caruso's mineral prospecting activities which had
over the preceding decade caused havoc in the community, in planning the plunder of
amaMpondo natural resources.
TI1e irnbizo (public meeting) was an event of elephantine proportions.
As the motorcade came within view ten Pando horsemen led by Jabulani Mboyisa, (the
eldest son of one of the Pando Revolt veterans), rode out to welcome the King, Queen and
Crown Princess.
Riding in formation they escorted the Royal Family to be enthusiastically greeted by
hundreds of cheering Amadiba residents led by stick-wielding veterans of the Pando
Revolt. Praise songs reserved only for Royalty were chanted with gusto.
§

Beyond Time:
If a soothsayer had fifty years beforehand told Madingi's father that the above scene
would come to pass, one can imagine that he would regard the soothsayer as hallucinating
from having smoked too much of the controversial product for which the Wild Coast is
famous.
lt is only with hindsight that J am now able now to contrast these four moments, all
having occurred at the same site but at different moments in history. Doing so tugs one to
try to fathom and discern the timeless eternal truth about people, planet and possibilities
for the future.
20
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From: John G I Clarke [n1ailto:iohngic@iafrica.com]
Sent: 04 May 2016 16:H,
To: Nikolas Toleris
Cc: Richard Morgan
Subject: Your analysis of MRC Ltd.
I m portance: High
Dear Mr Toleris.
I read with interest your recent analysis of MRC Ltd, attached.
Consider the following quote from an esteemed South Alric.in Judge, Mervyn King, who was
responsible for the King Commission corporate governance in South Africa, and who has developed
new business codes that embrace non-financial aspects of corporate governance.
He said this at a conference I attended in January 2007.
"We now have a new 'constitution of commerce' with a new civil economy... when you buy a share in
a company that is listed on the Securities Exchange the price does not equal book value. Over the
last few hundred years accounting standards, principles and methods have been develop.ed in the
trading of things, like this glass in my hand. But now we are recognising that intangible things - non
financial aspects - have become extremely important in valuing a company. Issues like the
reputation cf ma1agement; the. reputation of board members; how the company treats it people;
how it relates to it suppliers and so on. Does it really meet the expectations of its stakeholders? Has
it really become a member of this constitution of commerc:e, of this new civil economy?
We u nwittingly make these estimates in valuing shares. We must because the value, the price we
pay, for the share is not equal to the book value. We are paying for that intangible quality, which l
call 'forward looking information ' so we can m a ke an estimate of the true value of that company,
and the institutions of trade make that estimate today on a long-term sustainability basis.
We are in the era of governance, the era of a new civil eco 1omy. There is a new constitution of
commerce, which is a holistic approach in the way we direct corporations because they belong to
you and me."
Judge Mervyn King.
In the light of that consider the following

This interview with a former director of X.olco, the !o:al empowerment partner of
MRC. https://voutu.be/605cBrxke le,

This recent TV report https://www.enca.com/medla/video/checkpoint-mining-murders-part-i,

This a rticle just published. http://lo ndonminingnetwork.org/2016/0S/follow-the-money-from
pondoland-to-london-wall/,
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The attached email written by the CEO of MRC, Mr Mark Caruso. He is likely to face charges of
hate speech for it.
I don't know much about the Tormin operation, but have been working with the Amadiba
community for a decade and have studied MRC's shareholding agreement with their local
empowerment partner known as Xolco.
The murky dealings between Xolco and Mark Caruso have become ever murkier since I made the

"Where do Human Rights Begin", film. There is no doubt in my mind that MRC is using its revenues
to co-opt and subvert opposition to the plans of MRC to mine at Xolobeni. I would be happy to
share my information with you verbally, hoping you will be persuaded to revise your rosy
assessment of MRC as an investment prospect.
Feel free to call me.
Many thanks
John

John G I Clarke
Consultant Social Worker, Development Facilitator, Writer.
www. icosinda ba. co .za<http://www. icosind aha.co .2a>,

Tel: + 27 83 608 0944:
Email: johngic@iafrica.com

Post: P.O.Box 2408, Pinegowrie, 2123
Skype: john.gerard.ingram.clarke
Connecting People, Managing Ideas, Choosing Life.
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From: John G 1 Clarke [iohnaic@iafrica.com]
Sent: 05 May 20i6 H:07
To: Graham Edwards (TelerealTrillium)
Subject: Complaint against MRC CEO Mark Caruso

Mr Graham Edwards
CEO Tele real Trillium
Dear Mr Edwards.
I have read the statement on your company website responding to the campaign being waged
against you to disinvest in MRC following the death of Mr Sikosiphe Radebe.
A formal response to your statement will be forthcoming from the lega I representative of the
Amadiba Crisis Committee, but for the record I am sending to you the email below which was sent to
Mr Mark Caruso, Executive Chair of MRC Ltd on 21� April. I trust it will assist you to form a more

i nsightful understanding of the situation, and reconsider your position.

I also attach the text of a highly contentious and inflammatory email from Mr Caruso in which he
makes highly defamatory and completely unsubstantiated allegations about third parties, including
myself. Given the brutal murder of Mr Sikosiphe Rade be the email has left some of us whom he
named in the communication with the plausible belief that we are now targets of vengeful
assassination, in spite of the fact that we don't even know what he is talking about. Speaking for
myself, when I met Mr Caruso in June last year during the court case between MRC and Blastrite,

while we sat in the public gallery together he expressed similar sef'\timents toward me, stating "my

forensic team had found that yours and Andrew Lashbrooke's finger prints are all over the money".
l have never even been to the Tormin mine and the idea was so preposterous that I was more

concerned about whether Mr Caruso actually believed it, because if so, it indicated a seriously
disturbed personality. The emafl attached shows further evidence thereof. Now, given the tragic
circumstances that have resulted in the assassination of my friend Mr Sikosiphe Radebe, you can
appreciate v,1 hy lhere is profound distrust of Mr Caruso and anyone associated with him. I assume
you cherish your reputation. Show it by publically repudiating Mr Caruso and holding him to
account.
At the very least Mr Caruso should be instructed to unreservedly retract the email, and apologise to

those of us named. Failing that we resen1e our rights to take further action, including the laying of
charges against him and MRC Ltd for inflammatory hate speech.
Finally regarding the email below I did received a 'read' receipt from Mr Caruso, but that is all so

tar. I am therefore escalating it for your attention as a major shareholder of MRC, hoping that you
will exercise \vhatever influence you have over Mr Caruso to take heed of the contents and concerns
expressed.
Pl�ase feel free to call me should you wish to discuss these issues. The sltuation is extremelv
serious.
\ look forward to hearing from you.

John Clarke.
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From: John G I Clarke [mailto:iohngic@iafrica.com]
Sent: Thursday, 21 April 2016 9:16 AM
To: 'mark.caruso@simto.com.au' <mark.caruso@simto.com.au::>; 'markc@simto.com.au'
<markc@simto.com.au>
Cc: 'info@mncom.com.au' <info@mncom.com.au>

Subject: Quo Vadis?
Importance: High
Dear Mark.

Nine years ago, when we first spoke on the phone in November 2007 you expressed rather cynical
views a bout my commitment to using the Bill of Rights as a basis for resolving tensions. You told me
that after your first visit to the area in 1996 vou were distressed by the poverty you saw, and
challenged me to "do something tangible to help these people" and questioned why I was "jumping
up and down complaining about the lack of representation" and scoffed at "all this utopian stuff
about human rights and all the rest of it". You asked me how I was going to make someone's life
better, asserting that your mine would at least create jobs and livelihoods and help restore the

ecological productivity of the area (here is the llnk to part of our telephone conversation to remind

you https:f/dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/42642722/Mark%20Caruso%20call%20Nov%202007,au,)
A few months later, after the death of Scorpion Dimane, I contacted you because you I knew you
were concerned about "stopping people from dying". We had some promising and respectful
interaction. You asked me to convey my condolences to his family, which I did, You then asked
what could be done to ease the tensions and polarisation and ensure a proper police investigation.
Circumstances then conspired favourably (I would say miraculously) to enable me to get close to the
Dimane family in my professional capacity and in the course of assisting the family to obtain a life

insurance pay-out I was able with his widow's consent to get access to her late husband's medical
records. It was e nough to convince me on the balance of probabilities that Scorpion did not die of
naturai causes. However, it was too late to do much about it, and after consulting a forensic

pathologist I concluded that it was unlikely that we could marshal sufficient evidence that his death
was an act of m urder 'beyond reasonable doubt'. Even if proved, there would have been added
difficulty to pin it on a suspect Without reasonable prospect of securing a conviction we decided
that it would be unhelpful to try to get a court order to exhume his body and perform toxicology
tests. The best I could do is assist his widow, Beauty Dimane to tell her story, which she then did on
National Television.

Here is the broadcast. https://youtu.be/47sbA\zggdo,
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After Scorpions death I asked the Chair of the Crisis Committae Bazooka Radebe what he thought.
He was in no doubt that his best friend had been poisoned, because he had himself survived a
similar poisoning attempt. I asked him what Scorpions last words were to him before he
succumbed. "It is better that I die rather than you. You are a stronger man than me, Bazooka. So
long as you are still alive, they will never mine at Xolobeni".
The effect was for Scorpion to become a martyr for the anti-mining cause. We hoped that would be

enough to ensure that the local mining protagonists did not create another martyr (the problem
with martyrs is that you can only kill them once). The rest of the Amadiba Crisis Committee felt
safer, and turned things to their advantage. Under Bazooka's leadership the mining rights were
suspended in 2008, and ultimately revoked in 2011 after you failed to satisfy the Minister that the
problems the ACC had found, had been addressed.

That ought to have been the end of it, but you tried again, astonishingly, with the same partners
who had failed your ambition on the first attempt. Instead of dumping Zamile Qunya, Ma,well
Boqwana and Xolco they became ever more prominent. The story has been all downhill since then
for MRC/TEM/Xolco. Alas it has not been uphill for the Amadiba Community because of the vicious
attrition strategy that your partners have embarked upon. Attitudes have hardened and things have
become extremely bitter and tragic, even to the point that the ramifications in your home country

are now being felt. I was hoping that ABC radio host Phillip Adams would have you on the radio too

when he interviewed me earlier this week so that we could discuss the issues. In case you missed it,

here is the link http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/latenightlive/mining-and-murder-in
south-africa/7335796,
Your attempt to secure mining rights at Xolobeni for the third time have left me greatly distressed by

the following stand out moments of deep tragedy. Please try to open your heart to understand my
perspective, as I have tried to understand yours.

(/

•

Having to attend the funeral of vet another leader Jf the Crisis Committee lnduna
Bhalasheleni Mtomela Mtanyelwa Mtwha. He had fallen ill, also under suspicious
circumstances, the same day that your consultants arrived to commence the EIA
process. This time we were prepared. We took him to a hospital on the KZN side of the
border. Alas it was too late. His symptoms were strange. He died a very painful and
agonising death. I explained to his doctor the background circumstances. We reported the
matter to the police who took his body away for a post mortem and toxicology tests. These
are still being processed in the overworked SAPS laboratory. The best I could do was make
this film to pay tribute to him. https://youtu.be/9kkgcZJaJts, Please note in watching the
film just how deeply his grave lies within the Kwan1'ana block.
Seeing Chief Lunga Baleni at the opening of the Mzamba Footbridge in October. It was

otherwise a joyous occasion. A beautifully deslgnej infrastructure was now complete. Chief
Baleni and his wife were not in a celebratory mood. The evasive look in his eye when I

greeted him spoke of a betrayer. He is now your bJsiness partner. but it is at the cost of his
credibility and legitimacy. The Amadiba community no longer have a Chief they respect. So
sad to see. Two months later the few local residents still loyal to him, armed with stolen
weapons, unleashed a reign of terror against the majority of directly affected local residents
.,

who live in the way of your mining ambitions .
Interviewing Mrs Busisiwe Ndovela under a Water Berry tree, and hearing her tell her story
of having to give birth there at 3 am on New Years morning because she was too terrified to

sleep in her home at night on account of the pro-mining gangs reign of terror. Again the
best I could do was make a film. See https://youtc.be/PQDkr5rrP9w,
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•

Passing Scorpions homestead on the way back from the interview, I hoped to meet Mrs

Dimane only to discover that she had abandoned the home. Her sons use it now as a base
from which to conduct their hostilities and intimidation of the Mdatya residents below.
A few days later seeing Scorpions son, your employee, Xolile Dimane, in the dock accused of
assault, robbery and attempted murder. In the absence of their deceased father the boys
have become ill disciplined violent gangsters, manipulated by Zamile Qunya your business
partner.
Then, three months later hearing the shocking news that on the day after Human Rights
that Bazooka Radebe had been gunned down. You know the circumstances. You are now
well briefed o n the circumstances.

So how can we make sense of all of this bitter tragedy?
Firstly, there is a depth of belief among my clients that you are personally responsible for the deaths
of four men who have stood in the way of your mining ambitions: Mandoda Ndovela in 2003,
Scorpion Dimane in 2008, Balasheleni Mthwa in 2015, and now Bazooka Radebe in 2016. It is NOT
my belief but the depth of feeling of my clients is a fact that you cannot wish away, even if it may be
based on erroneous beliefs that are not supported by factual evidence. 'Believing is seeing'. Human
beings always ultimately draw conclusions, make decisions on what to do based on how they
feel. They do not trust you, because you are prone to gross exaggeration and falsification while only
paying lip service to your commitment toward upliftment. I hope you understand what I am trying
to communicate to you. The belief you may have about yourself is vastly different to the belief that
my clients have about you (just as my own subjective self-belief may differ vastly from what you
believe about me). If they are wrong, and you are indeed genuinely committed to poverty alleviation
and development, the burden of proof is on you to prove that you ARE committed, NOT on my
clients to prove that you are NOT committed. My ability to influence their perception is entirely
dependent on how you conduct yourself going forward.
Secondly, it is an unavoidable fact that besides funding the legal fees of the lawyer representing

Xolile Dimane and the other accused, (presumably from the loan to Blue Bantry) some of the money
reported in your financial statements on the Tormin mine fund Xolile Dimane's wages. You may not

approve of what he does with his money, but you cannot deny that there is an association between
the unrest at Xolobeni and the operations of your Tormin mine. We can argue about the extent to
which there is a deliberate strategy by Zamile Qunya to use Tormin resources to undermine the

Amadiba coastal residents, but you cannot deny the overlapping interests of your company in the
Tormin and Xolobeni projects. Nor can you deny that Zamile Qunya and Maxwell Boqwana are
located in the overlap. I n fact in your 2014 Annual Report you wrote as follows.

"The Company acknowledges the contribution of its joint shareholder in its subsidiary MSR
and BEE partner, Blue Bantry Investments 255 (Pty) Ltd ("Blue Bantry"), in assisting in
bridging the cultural divide that can sometimes exist in managing the expectations and
interests and effected (sic) parties and communities. More particularly Blue Bantry's origins
rest in the Transkei in the Eastern Cape of South Africa, where the Company's Xolobeni
project is located.
In the light of what has happened since you penned those words of reassurance to your
shareholders, the next paragrap h in your report is obscenely ironic.

"Significant credibility has been established through the employment of 22 Xolobeni
residents on the Torm in mining operation. Not only does this employment provide direct
economic benefit back to the Xolobeni community but provides a community educational
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process through hands on involvement in a live mining project and assists in countering

negative lobbying against mining in Xolobeni".

Mr and Mrs Ndovela do not share your sentiments. If you have not yet seen this report, pay close
attention to what she says. https://www.enca.com/media/video/checkpoint-mining- murders-part-i,
After you have watched the above referenced films and listened to the audio recording of our first

conversation all those years ago, you are welcome to again �oint out to me exactly where you think I
have erred or misunderstood the situation. You said you are co"ncerned about "stopping people

from dying". Tragically we have not been able to do so. Since my social work intervention (which
was only after the first death - that of Mandoda Ndovela, which remains unsolved) at least three
prominent leaders of the Amadiba Crisis Committee have died. What are we going to now do to
prevent any more deaths?

Looking back on the past decade I ask myself, as I am sure you do as well, what could I have done
differently to prevent the loss of life, the polarisation, the bhter enmity and the growing fear that

has transmogrified Xolobeni from being a potentially lucrative mine into a horrible minefield where
fear and anger are ready to explode at any moment into more death1 more fear and more a nger?

You want to dig up the heavy mineral deposits, but the only significant digging that has happened
over the past decade has been the digging of more graves. The warning of the AmaMpondo Royal
Family spokesperson Chief Cinani at Bazooka's funeral says it all. https://youtu.be/xdigH3AAkfo,

While I might have made some tactical errors, I have no regrets in terms of overall strategy, the key
element of which was "Name, Unmask and Engage the Powers".
In the process of engaging there are several people who were once part of the mining fold who have

abandoned and repudiated the company, yourself and your methods, and engaged with me to help
us try and stop the destruction. Andrew Lashbrooke has been the most significant, but there are

several others whose narratives confirm and reinforce my m,erall assessment that the Xo1obeni
mining venture is doomed, especially in the hands of yourself, and your current partners.

I can now disclose that the first to spill the beans to me was Dr Mixael de Kock, of Maverick
Communications, the PR consultancy that you hired in 2007 to promote your interests. Mixael fired
MRC, and after doing so became a good friend of mine. I recorded one of our conversations in
which he related how he had been manipulated into working for you, but eventually came to realise
that he could not trust anything he was told by yourself or Zamile Qunya. He has since passed away,
so the taped conversations can be released to the public wi:hout reprisals on him. I have not yet
done so, but will do so if and when circumstances merit.
There have been other whistle blowers, but I am not going to disclose their names for obvious
reasons.

The point of noting these source of information is not to gloat or boast but simply to underscore this
point: it is not your opponents who do not trust you and your methods, but your former employees
and consultants.
Again I cite this not to antagonise or rub salt into emotional wounds, but simply to try and show a

measure of empathy. I take no pleasure or delight in your situation. The time has come to call it
quits. Further hubristic assertions and insistence that you will have the last word on Xolobeni will
only serve to deepen the polarisation, intensify the conflict and lead to more bloodshed. I have
warned you before that Zamile Qunya is a dangerous man. He shows clear symptoms of a socio
pathic personality disorder. You know that he will lie and deceive to suit his greed and power lust,
and that you cannot really trust him. My sources tell me he feels much the same toward you, but
thinks he is smarter than you and will eventually get the whole pie, leaving you with crumbs.
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Mark, you asked me eight years ago what I would advise so that you could help build peace.
The following are pertinent realities.
• The pressure on DMR to cancel your p rospecting licence is going to steadily increase.
• Pressure is going to mount on your largest shareholder Graham Edwards to sell his shares.
• Pressure is going to mount on the Australian Federal and Western Australian State
governments to investigate certain suspicions that have been raised about insider trading on

the ASX.

•

•
•

Pressure is mounting to have production at your Tormin mine suspe nded pending
investigation of violations of environmental and labour laws.

Questions are being asked about your relationship with Debbie Ntombela, and what role
she played in helping you secure the Torm in mining rights and the original mining rights for
Xolobeni.
A videotaped interview done with the late Bazooka Radebe alleging bribery between the
former DG of Minerals Sandile Nogxina and other parties is now ready for public release.

Mark, while the above may be interpreted as an attack on you and a vindictive attempt to thwart
your ambitions, please understand that they are defensive measures - not simply aimed at stopping

the mining but to protect my clients from further harm. Remembering your question to me eight
years ago after Scorpions death, when you asked me what advice I could give on what constructive

steps you could take to improve the situation, I asked Nonhle if she would accept funding from MRC
to pay for the body guards that she and other Amadiba residents have had to employ. She said "I
would rather be killed than receive any money from Mark caruso."

So why am I writing to you?
Firstly, I am convinced Zamile Qunya had a hand in the assassination of Bazooka. You scoffed at me

having alerted you in 2007 that Bashine Qunya had been discharging a firearm and told me to "get

real". Well how much more reai is it to see Bazooka lying dead in a pool of blood with eight bullets

in his body? The point is that you probably have more influence over Zamile Qunya than anyone
else at the present moment. Yet he frequently talks about buying you out and taking over the
mining rights application. He is an extremely dangerous, manipulative and cunning man. He has

ensnared you Into big trouble. You need to call it quits with him and show yourself committed to do
more than pay lip service to your commitment to non-violence. You need to stop trying to deceive,

and realise that you are only serving to deceive yourself. You need to align yourself with the truth,
not simply what can be proved in a court of law. You need to hold the crucifix that you inherited
from your late mother and ask yourself what she is thinking about her beloved son. You need to
know that that should either Non hie Mbuthuma or Mzamo Dlamini be assassinated I shall be holding
you responsible, not for pulling the trigger, but for failing to exercise your influence over Zamile
Qunya.
I know you have a liking for dramatic films. If you have not seen Blood Diamond I recommend you
do so now. The character played by Leonardo d i Caprio shows that no matter what ones past, there
is always a prospect for redemption.
But nobody has to die.
Over to you Mark. Quo Vadis?

John
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Nirdish" }, deemed the issue significantly important to warrant
an interruption, and advised me to text the message below to his
cell-phone.
'Dear Minister

Nirdish advised that I should SMS you and ask that you call me
back when convenient, so that I can b1ief you on the current
situation in Pondoland regarding the Wild Coast N2 and Wild Coast
mining issues. I have just spoken to Queen Sigcau{ XE Sigcau,
Queen Lombekiso MaSobhuza" l to arrange for the Amadiba Crisis
Committee to visit Qaukeni to report the fraudulent use of names,
forged signatures and deceit by mining rights applicants in
claiming local support for the mining. Also there are reports that
construction work has already started on the N2 before
environmental approval has been given. I have had calls from
international and local journalists who are probing the story. Please
call me back so that I can brief you further.
11

Regards

John Clarke'

To ready myself to give as factual a report as possible when the
minister did call me back, I consulted Cormac Cullinan! XE
"Cullinan, Cormac" }. Cormac is the environmental attorney who
was representing SWC and local residents in their challenge to
the proposal for the N2 Wild Coast Toll Road. He advised me that
we should obtain first-hand confirmation of these reports.
Stuck in Johannesburg, I puzzled over how best to do this. A voice
from the inner recesses of my sub-conscious provided the answer:
'Call The Bateleurs{ XE "The Bateleurs" ) and ask if they will fly
you over the route.'

I called Joan Cameron{ XE "Cameron, Joan" l who wasted no time
in arranging a flight for me, continuing the extrnordinary
commitment to environmental stewardship shown by the late
Nora Krcher{ XE "Kreher, Nora" }, founder of The Bateleurs.
Within forty-eight hours of my message bleeping its way into
Minister Ndebele's inbox, Bateleurs pilot, Nick Lincoln! XE
"Lincoln, Nick" }, had me airborne and heading for the Wild
Coast, together with Fred Kockott{ XE "Kockott, Fred" }, a
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} for a volunteer, he had overheard it. He enthusiastically signed
up as a new recruit, sacrificing time from his sugar farming to
make himself available at short notice. I was thus privileged to
accompany Nick as navigator on his maiden flight for The
Bateleurs. I made sure I had a copy of the article I had written for
The Bateleursl XE "The Bateleurs" } after my first flight in
February 2007, to give to Nick.
As testimony to the reach of The Bateleurs newsletter, that same
article had, to the surprise and delight of all of us, ended up in the
pages of Skyways, SA Airlink's in-flight magazine (See Flying the
Falling Waters of the Wild Coast, July 2007). Re-reading the
article before handing it to Nick, I was tremendously reassured to
realise how much progress we had made since The Bateleurs first
had me airborne, over the Wild Coast, in February 2007.
Nearly three years had passed and the threatening prospect of
mining had still not come to pass. It had now become an
increasingly unlikely prospect because the applicants were
apparently in disarray. They had been unable to counter the
challenge posed by South African civil society, aided and abetted
by The Bateleursf XE "The Bateleurs" l 'environmental airforce',
to expose the numerous fatal flaws in the sinister deal - a deal
which the former Department of Minerals and Energy and its
Minister Buyelwa Sonjica{ XE "Sonjica, Minister Buyelwa" J had
gone to extraordinary lengths to encourage.
§
M ark Twain{ XE "Twain, Mark" } once famously observed: 'A
mine is a hole in the ground, owned by an optimist, operated by a
fool and usually followed by a lawsuit'. Such an outcome seems
likely to be the fate of the owners of the Xolobeni Mining venture,
given their fraudulent behaviour in submitting bogus names and
signatures in support of the mining project. Minister Susan
Shabangu[ XE "Shabangu, Minister Susan" } . the new Minister of
Mineral Resources, has all this evidence on her desk, together
with expert reports and sound arguments from the Legal
Resources Centre. This gives her overwhelming evidence not only
168
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The historical record is silent as to which category was less
appealing to the Wesleyans, but it seems that they were anxious
to ensure the Wesleyan prerogative over Pondoland was kept
secure from Papist alternatives that the Irish settlers would
inevitably bring.

Writing in 2013, in an age of ecumenism and religious tolerance, I
tease my Wesleyan friends about this. In tum, they are quick to
remind me of embarrassing instances of Roman Catholic
prejudices and intolerance toward Protestants. One of the cited
reasons that influenced some Boer trekkers to pack their wagons
and leave the Cape colony was a rumour that they would all be
forced to become Roman Catholics! It was a rumour entirely
without foundation, but I have had to ask why the rumour had
any power and purchase in the first place. What logs do we as
Roman Catholics have to take out of our eyes? What blind spots
do we have? Recall, the point made in my reflections on my
conversations with M r Nazir Alli{ XE "Alli, Nazir" ] in Book One,
blind spots do not show up as dark patches. We cannot see them
until a trusted other points them out to us, lovingly but firmly.
The incident is recorded for two reasons; it shows that history has
thankfully moved on in the very important respect that religious
freedom is now a constitutional right. Alas, in relation to my
experiences on the Wild Coast with the mining conflict, the
incident also shows that contemporary human beings have
become no Jess prone to similar acts of blatant fraud and deceit.
Returning to much more recent history, in September 2008 the
mining company in question did something very similar.
Following the objections by the Amadiba Crisis Committee to the
award of mining rights (over the same stretch of land that Fynnl
XE "Fynn, Henry Francis" ] had depopulated of its elephant
herds), as will be shown below, the mining company sponsored a
massive fraud. It was done in an attempt to rebut the Amadiba
community's assertion that they had never been offered the
opportunity to give their prior, free and informed consent to the
Xolobeni mining scheme. Tbe mining company (Transwor!d
Energy and Minerals, a wholly owned subsidiary of the
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Australian venture capital company MRC Ltd) and their so called
'empowerment partner', Xolco, produced a list of 3087 names of
local residents, stating that they were all fully informed about the
m ining venture and had given their free and informed consent.
Each name was written with the correct identity numbers and a
signature, or an 'X' where it was assumed the person was
illiterate. Included with the 'certificates' were letters from an
uncle of the Chief of the Amadiba clan, claiming that he was the
rightful chief and that he had been duly consulted by the mining
rights applicants and was supportive of'it.
On closer inspection the long list was found to foolishly contain
Nkomba's name and a forged signature. Further inspection
revealed many long-deceased residents, one of whom was Mrs
Nokwanda Mazeka( XE "Mazeka, Nokwanda" }, the wife of Robert
Mazeka{ XE "Mazeka, Robert" }, the founder of Baleni High
School where Nkomba matriculated. To add to the insult, her
name appeared with an undignified 'X'. She was a qualified
teacher and had she been alive would certainly have been able to
sign her name.
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was incensed that I dared to comment about his Sie1Ta Leone
venture without having ever been there. He threatened legal
reprisals for the harm done to his good reputation in Sierra Leone
and elsewhere in Africa. Nothing came of them after I presented
him with evidence of correspondence with a source in Sierra
Leone who had given me sufficient reason to back up my
'questionable methods' opinion.
With respect to my inconsiderate occupation of ablutions, I tried
to explain to him that it was not his assessment of my work that
mattered, but that of the Amadiba community and the social work
profession. He was too angry to pause long enough for me to
explain to him that Nkomba{ XE "Zukulu, Sinegugu (Nkomba)"I
was sitting in the passenger seat alongside me listening to his
every word on my car speakerphone, fuming quietly at his
outrageous ignorance and insensitivity to the real needs of the
Amadiba community. Before I could introduce Nkomba to educate
Mark Caruso( XE "Caruso, Mark Victor" I as to how his
community actually felt, he abruptly terminated the call, leaving
Nkomba and I staring at each other in shocked disbelief,
searching for words to make some sense of it all. Ironically the
unscheduled call had come throngh while I was driving with
Nkomba after a meeting with staff from the United Nations
Development Program office in Pretoria. We had been planning
practical ways of boosting job creation prospects through eco
touris1n.
'I think that was an admission of defeat,' I said, hoping it would
console Nkomba's anger, 'he is looking for a face saving exit
strategy'.
Nkomba is the embodiment of mercy and compassion, one of the
most outstanding servant leaders I have ever had the privilege to
work with. I have never seen him so outraged as by Mark
Caruso's{ XE "Caruso, Mark Victor" J presumptive messianic
claim to be the salvation of the Amadiba community.
Soon thereafter, Mixael de Kock( XE "de Kock, Mixael" I, owner of
the communications consultancy, Maverick Communications,
fired MRC as a client. Mixael de Kock had been contracted prior
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to the lodging of the mining rights application to ensure MRC got
the best possible media coverage. After a tonid six months of
controversy, Mixael had come to realise that his good professional
reputation was at stake and his long term interests were
incompatible with the 'questionable methods' that his client
employed to advance their mining ambitions. At the time, his
professional code of ethics, and the cost of defending anticipated
legal proceedings that he feared Mark Caruso would institute if
he spilled his beans, constrained him to only place on record that
'I fired MRC, not the other way around'. It was an act of
extraordinary civil courage.
The detailed story behind his decision to forgo a lucrative
contract, (which meant the retrenchment of staff) can now be told
because Mixael's professional code of ethics is no longer a
constraint and because Mark Caruso{ XE "Caruso, Mark Victor" l
cannot tie him up in litigation. Mixael de Kock died of a stroke on
25 August 2013. May his soul rest in peace.
His story is really an emblematic recursion of Our Story, and will
be disclosed in Book Four as a further warrant for the ultimate
Promise of Justice.
§

Before his angry phone call, Mark Caruso was in my mind but as
a caricature; a 'Perth Entrepreneur', which a financial journalist
explained to me, was cautionary code among· journalists to 'be
careful'. After his call, the stereotype softened into an archetype a less prejudicial explanatory profile. Although Nkomba{ XE
"Zukulu, Sinegugu (Nkomba)"] found it understandably difficult
to find anything good to say about Mark Caruso, I recognised
enough of myself in Mark Caruso{ XE "Caruso, Mark Victor" ]
from my youth as a guilt-ridden privileged white male, who had
mercifully come around to eventually recognising· my own
messianic complex. My blind spots didn't show up as dark patches
either. Thank God black friends and colleagues had loved me
enough to help me see how disempowering a guilt-driven response
to human suffering can be.
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Cover Photo·. Fishermen at suntise. Luphatana on the Wild Coast. J ohn
GI Clarke.
ABOUT nIE AUTHOR.
John Clarke hopes co write the wrongs of che world, informed by his
e..xperience as a social worker and Eheologian, to actualise fundamenr.al
human rights and satisfy fundamental human needs. He has lived in the
urbanised concentration ofJohannesburg, but has worked mainly in the
1ural reaches of die \Xfild Coast for the past decade. From having paid a
fortune in toll fees he believes he has earned the right to be critical of
Sanral and other extractive instirutions, and has not held back while
supporting Sustaining the Wild Coast (',\ \\"\\·.:-wc.1 irg. .1.;1 ), the Southern
African Faith Communici.es Environment Institute (\\"\\'\\·,.;af1."l'1.•.1=r. 1.:1)
and the Opposition to Urban Tolling Alliance (\\·\n\·.1 n1r.1.t·l° 1 .;;:;1), in
various ways.
PREFACE
For over a decade the Amadiba tribe who live on the Mpondoland Wild
Coast have outwitted and outplayed the ambitions of two very
dei:ermined and powerful men: Perth ruining enttepreneur Mr Mark
Caruso who regards the Xolobeni l'vfineral Sands as the "company maker"
for his venture capital company MRC Ltd; and the CEO of the South
African National Roads Agency £\1r Nazir Alli, who believes a shortcut
for the N2 route berween Port Shepstone and Umtata is what the local
residents need to bring chem into the 21 st Century while shortening the
eight hour drive. between Durban and East London by an hour.
Despite having feami-cd in official Government planning papers for
neady twenty years, neirhcr p roposal bas been able to garner the requisite
official approval co proceed because borh have quite simply fallen
woefully short of obtaining the l'eguisirc Free Prior and Informed
Consent from the directly affected .residents, " the some 3000 coasrnl
residents who live in Section 24 C>f the Amacliba Tribal Adminisu:acivc
Area known as the Umguugundlo\ L1 Tribal AuLbority. To aggn1Vate
things, the procagonisi:s of rhe two "devdopmems" bave broken the
constitutional rules o f the game by inslcad uying ro obtain the
manipulntc:cl consent of local rc::: idcms by 1ncans or coercion, co.. opcion
�md subversion.
1

The Xolobcni Mineral Sands \'enturc:, as ir is rcftrrcd to by rbe. mining
t:oinp�l11r, ,,nd rhc N2 W!il<l Coast Toll Road, as S:uual ,1a1nc� die
;;d\l'lHc, rogcthcr l"o1:1n ,i'h:tt C::tc1Ycrnrr1c:ol dcvc\opmenr pla1111t:rs
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Mark Victor Caruso has been telling venture capital investors in che ASX
listed company MRC Ltd, which he founded and leads, that a handsome
return on inves□nem is on offer from r.he heavy mineral deposits of the
Xolobeo.i lvU11eral sands located 200kms south of Durban near Poet
Edward on the Mpondoland Wild Coast. Caruso was given the :Mineral
Prospecting Righrs by the department of mineral resources (DMR) easily
enough, but because of the excraordinary resilience of resistance led by
the coastal residents of the Amadiba ui.be, converting "the tench largest
undeveloped heavy mineral deposit in the world'' into cash has been as
elusive as the fabled fortunes of King Solomon's .Mines chat novelist
Rider Haggard fantasised about in his famous novel.
For 13 yenrs since Caruso first visited the area, che valuable minerals have
remained buried in the 22km screech of dunes south of the \'Xlild Coast
Sun Reson, despite MRC acquiring the prospecting rights in 1998 and
ch.en an R1 8 million investment from the South African Investmeru
Development Fund (a joint initiative bct:\veen the department of tude
and industry and ABSA) in 2002 to float a prospectus. Neve,·theless
Caruso is still assuring investors they stand to make a fottune - just as
soon as a suitable access road had been compleced (courtesy of Sanral)
for 40-ten trucks tO remove rhe 9.3 ni.i.llion tons of ilmenite (the most
abundant:) for smelting and exporc, and just as soon as the O:tv[R can find
a way of giving him the mining rights without having che courts set them
aside for violating human rights. Having failed twice to do on 611, J:,.1larch
2015 he announced thac his compan} has applied for a thi.rd time. There
'.Vas notably less hype compared to the spiu that be put on r.he
annollncc:mcm eight years ago when chc firsr mining dgbcs applicar..ion
wa:- lotlgc<l.
1

V<:n n.1rt: cn.pirAl investors recognis� 1:hm high reward:; t:ncall high risb.
Cawsc, i!- mo:::.1 certainly a big risk rnki.:r, bur Ills risky gamble wirb rhe
t t"Lllh h:1� k Cr mun: d.i�ccrning inv�srors w,1ry. Carus-n':,:; pla�,ed a biding
:-ol:.: i 1 ) ;:11(Jd1n mining company AIJi(::d Cold Lrd as E :..:ccuti\-C Chair.
t_:n(l,:r 01i l1i:- Wt!Lch t he gold mi11int� u11crarton lH'Gtmi:: inircd in �eriou:.-:
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u·ouble, because of th� manner in which he dealt with local residents in
Allied Gold's gold mining operation in Solomon Islands

hi 1-1-1: __, ·,\'\\"\\" .i..1.l\:i.U!�J'ntli:tn.�·· 'IIL;Ji ill"\\" .; ;l.[fo >11 . . 1J11ni, 1:l-i.-t,i:l.!:::lill.!..lS::.
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The only mining projecr on MRC's portfolio that is acrually supplying
minerals to market and generating cash for investors is the Tormi.n
Mineral Sands project on the \Vestern Cape Coast near Lutzville. After
only one year of production Caruso's penchant for rapacious mining
methods has left him in deep trouble with environmental authorities, and
caused a split between himself and his former CEO Andrew Lashbrooke
chat has ended up in court.
Thus after more than a decade of failed ventures in Australia, Africa, the
Soloman Islands and elsewe.ce Caruso's a:ack record attests to Mark
Twain's droll definition of a mine.
Fortunately there is no 'hole io the ground' yet at Xoloben.i, because the
Amadiba have so far succeeded in outwitting and outplaying Caruso and
his ream. "Think globally and act locally" has been the mantra of
environmental activists for decades. The Amadiba have done so by
thinking an<l accing ar both che global and local le,,el.
How globally>
In tvlay 2007, when the controversy around MR.C's first mining righrs
application was raging at the local level, two ...i\ustralian proxy
shareholders for the Amadiba successfully ambushed Caruso at the MRC
shareholders AGiv[ in Perth with very awh.-ward questions. Then MRC's
largest single share.holder, the Asian Reconnaissance Fund (m. anagcd by
Hong Kong based investment fund manager Ward Ferry) made a
strategic decision to disinvest their 12% holding. MRC's share price lost
90�/o of its value in rhe ensuing months, plunging from its al.1-tlrne high of
AUS $0.37 in June 2007 co AUS $0.03 in November 2008. It was that
c.::asy.
Hmv locally �
Th,ll was much mon: chid.lenging, regulring not onl�r low/ mobilisation bm
ah::o engagement wit'h the S.r\
. Human Rights Commission (SAH ltC) and
(\1('. p ubl.ic r nHecior ro ensurC' (11Yiro111n1.::nr, 1nining and land a11thoricie::;
:11 i 1:'llio1wl and )H:(\Yinci:tl kn::! could nm shtrk lhcir conqm1ti(111id ducy r.o
uphi"Jk\ :uid pnJmutc lhc Bil! (ii:.l�it,:hts.
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Two shocking experiences of gross human rights violarions put paid to
f-.·fRC's mining rights for the Kwanyana Block.
Firstly, the school principal of the Xolobeni Junior Secondary School,
whom MRC bad supported to curry favour, was deeply angered when
most of his learners refused t0 sing and perform for Sonjica when she
visited the community to announce the award of die mining rights in
August 2008, evidently suspecting chat something was wrong, later
�-e curned without any fanfare to meet the Amadiba to hear their concerns.
Conceding that human rights mattered and that "consultation had not
been done properly" she agreed to suspend the mining rights. The day
after, tbc principal called upon the local police to help him "discipline"
his unruly students. Three policemen from the local Mpisi police scation
obliged. They went from class to class, ordering the children rn line up
facing against the wall whereupon they bear every single child with
sjamboks. The incident was reported tO the Independent Police
lnvestigacive Directorate (IPID) who confirmed the incident and
recommended disciplinary measures, bur the SAPS command sn11crure
simply gave the policemen a slap on the wrist.
Secondly, Sarah Sephton, an atrorney wich Legal Resources Centre (LRC),
who represented the Amadiba in their objeccions, finally managed to get
aU the supporting documentation for MRC's mining rights application
from the DMR. Included was a voluminous listing of 3,087 names of
local residents, supposedly giving their prior, free and informed consent
for rhe mining. The names and ID numbers were most1) accurate, but the
signatures were clearly forged, and many names were chose of deceased
communiL-y members.
1

Tbe only morsel of hope that kept i\1RCs share value from evaporating
completely, was DMR's decision co award them prospecting rights for rhe
Tnnnin mine, far away on the \X'est Coasr. fr sraned a hesitant recoveiy.
Afrer Jacob Zuma's ;\NC won the national elections, and he became
president, he kep( i\1inister Sonjica in the Cabinet but assigned her to the
cnvfronmtnc ponfolio. Her successor Susan Shabangu, wbo came inm
office in l'vlay 2009 procrastinated for nearly three years over the
.A.maclib;1'� objccrion, \vhilc MRC's share price again lapsed inro the
doldrums, lrnrdlr showing a pulse.
The: determined rcsol,·e of ri1e ..'\ ma,Liba did nnc we�ak<.::11.
Durnig rhc luc,il gl)vcrnrncnt dt...:Uons in May 20'1 1 , the Amndiba rnrfccl
out siuwr \\' ::tr�l c(,un:,;d.\ors "·hu were pro-mining ,ind succc: :, ::rully
< H u ,·(1rcd t.Hlwr pm . mining p!;rni:,; ,ci (Jt1J�, clc:ci ward rc:u111eillo,·:; whu
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Company (Xolco) in relarion ro violent engagements in the community.
Eastern Cape SAPS spokesperson, Colonel Sibongile Soci, confirmed that
uthcre '-·vas a shooting at Nyanzini Locali ty , Bizana on Sunday night at
about 21:30. Police were dispatched in four vehicles co the crime scene. A
licenced firearm was confiscated and sent for ballistic testing. The rwo
occupants of tl1e vehicle, aged 30 and 65 were arrested and charged for
negligent discharging of a fircann. The suspects will appear in the Bizana
Magistrates Court on 6 May 2015."
It seems that the dockets on that case have not yet reached the
prnsecutors. Colonel Soci has however confu·rned the allegations of
assaulr "on one woman and two males. Police are investigating the
incidents and whether these incidents are related or not, form part of the
invescigacion. The incident took place at Xholobeni Locality, B.izana."
At least MRC's shareholders have some certainry that the place where the
alleged incidents occurred is the same place where 9 million tons of
ilmenite lie buried in the sands, rogc:ther with mortal remains of
Bhalasheleni Mtanjelwa Mpotomela Mthwa.
The proximity of Bhalesheleni's grave t0 the dunes is one fact for
shareholders to reckon with. The otber is that Mark Caruso's fellow
presenter in che MRC corporace video, identified as the CEO of MRC ]),fr
Andrew Lashbrooke, is the CEO no more. Since cutting the film rhe rwo
men have fallen out badl�r. By mutual agreement the parties can't engage
in any pre-trial public spat, so we will have to wait until the R20 Million
court case commences in the Cape High Court on 1 June. However, since
there is no longer any restriction on rcporcing on court papers, (thanks t0
Sanral's foolish attempts to keep court documents out of the public
domain having been definitive!�, overturned by the Supreme Cour[ of
Appeal recently) in short there is a major breakdown of t11.1st it seems,
because of Caruso's ruthless all�consunUng greed.
Lashbrooke has reportedly won a major pre-fighc scare-do,vn. He has
managed co persuade the court to oblige Mark Caruso to give oral
1.'Vi<lence. \Xlhilc court-room cross examination doesn't always reveal
whose version of che rruth is absolutd }' con:ccr, ir does se1·-ve w show
who is in the pork pie businc:ss.
Par:.tdoxlcally , l\1RC's Co q)orate Video i$ honcs1. <:nongb to show just
huw brnrnlty cxm1ctivc coastal dune m.ining is. Uncil 'I had seen the video,
.I was not able to full:!' com p rehend ;\ rq.iort alleging the gro:;$ \"iolation of
envi.ronu_lt..'.i1t.a! bws drnr has been kidgcd wid1 r) ict .lbc\cnhor:-t (�c-c l1erc)
a� ;i pi.tliliL p :tn.icip <:rio11 in p tli 11w) dtl· :-l'npiug p rocc:;-;� f'1.,r dH: :\o!ubcni
1nin111 g righr� :tpp iic:u:ion. Ji :t.'·,:k::: ln·,-,,· <", 11 t:::wh ,1 111i11 ing co1n p:!n _1· with
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high ground. Unfortunately the court was deprived of the oppottuniry m
see Mark Caruso s<.1uirm i n rhe v.ricness scand. Tellingly his l!:.gal r.cam
opted nm to put him on the stand. It remains to be seen what Judge
Andre Le Grange makes of it all, and whether !vii: Lashbroc,ke will prevail
in his R20 million law suit against rhe man who recruited him. The court
case reswnes today, and is scheduled to end tomorrow. Judgeme11t is
expected with.in the next three weeks.
Both me11 also feature in The Shore Break. Intentions are laid bare. For
Mark Caruso and his BEE partners partners Xolco and Blu!: Bantry
Investments, The Shore Break is a massive dwnper, bccai;se they are
shown to be decidedly on the wrong side of the curve.
l\.lrhough Caruso never actually appears on camera in the fUtl his
presence hovers menacingly in the background. In 2008 after a journalist
had speculated chat perhaps this Carnso might sing like a Sc,prano (given
his Italian, possibly Calabrain or Sicilian family heritage) Mark Camso
cook great deligbt in trying to scare me during a threatening phone call to
mockingly allude ro the possibiliry that the journalist was octo something.
Andrew Lashbrooke does feature prominently in the film ir.. a sequence in
wh.icb he by contrast to his court performance does squirm under the
interrogation of Nonhle Mbudmma (che main protagonist in che film)
and myself (in my social work role). He was crying for rhe second time to
�ldvance ivfRC's interest to secure mining rights for the Xolobeni mineral
sands and is confronted for his failure to repudiate the deceits and
manipulations of his BEE partner Zamile Qunya (the main antagonist) ,
and his boss ar the time, Mark Caruso.
One of the more spectacular deceits that feature in the film is the claim
that residents have given their prior, free and informed con�.ent for the
mining. Qunya shows his mastery of the Big Lle by rcpcatiog it 3087
times on a document he produced listing the names and ID numbers of
local residents, except that rhe names were all fraudulendy c brnlned and
rheir signatw·es forged.
Regrettably the producers of The Shore Break stopped fi.lrnlng the
t"!tvcr ending saga over a year ago. They were and were thu5 ooc able tCJ
1.tb:o capture rhc: unfolding court room drama in which l\·fr Las.hbmokc:
performs. Two years down the line Nonhle and 1 now fully a1Jprove of
!ii� i11 1.cmio11s l_1ecause, h1:s. rcvd:1tio11s on rbc st.and will (iF taken seriously)
cn::urc rlic " l<.angnroo Cowboy" Carnso (as anorbrr foi:nwr cmpklycc
d(:scrihe:-:. b ! n i) will nc\'Vr rccci\'C miniug righr.s anywhcn:: in ::.1:imb ,\fr tr�a
,;•\"(:'.!" ;'t. a1ti. .i 11 my j:..isr published c--1.Kiok 8w·11ivoi- - fflld C·;::.:;r: hclbrc.:
::nd h.:.;i-·on.J T/Jt.• Shore lfrc:1k d1c full (kt:-tils :H"�� c::-::pb11h:(·.

······-··· --·-··--···- ·· ·- - · ·-···
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lm-v ful process whereby complaints and grievances could be consb·uctively
taken to all relevant authorities.

33.

My efforts to engage with Mr Mark Caruso, the founder CEO of the
Australian registered holding company MRC Ltd, which was funding the
mining rights application, showed some initial promise. In the face of the
factual realities that I was able to report to him, his consultants and his staff,
he was unable to substantiate his initial claims that the community, the local
Chief and the amaMpondo Royal family were in favour of its mining
proposal. Moreover, certain key members of his own consulting team lost
h·ust in him and his key BEE partner Zamile Qunya, and resigned. I
interviewed them in professional confidence, and was able to satisfy myself
that the violations of human rights alleged by Amadiba Crisis Committee
were true. Without disclosing my sources, l reported these to the SA Human
Rights Commission and to the deputy Director General of the Department of
Mineral Resources, other Government Officials and to the attorneys of the
Amadiba Crisis Committee, Richard Spoor Inc and the Legal Resources
Centre. We also mounted a shareholder education campaign to educate and
to other shareholders in the Australian holding company MRC Ltd as to the
false and misleading reports that their CEO Mr Caruso was routinely
presenting, fed by Zamile Qunya and his group.

34.

The determined objections of the coastal residents, the astute intervention of
the SA HRC and the high media profile, combined to put the Department of
Mineral Resources under huge pressure to decline the mining right
application. In April 2008, two months later than the decision had been
expected, the Director General of Mineral Resources was put under still more
pressure when it emerged that d,e official comments on the Environmental
Management Plan from the Dep11rtrnent of Environmental Affairs and
Tourism (including from the Eastern Cape Department of Economic
Development and Environmental Affairs) had not in fact been submitted to
DME before the 22nd December 2007 deadline for all comments from
interested and affected parties. The HRC subpoenaed the Ministers of
.r.1linerals, Environment and Tourism and Land affairs to hand over all
documentation so they COltld inspect the 1nining rights application for
adherence to prevaili.ng IegislaLion. The ACC tvere not privy to the HRC's
findings, but the DEAT c01nmenL<, 1,-vere sufficient to corroborate the nrnin
lhrust of the ACC's charge, viz that lhc propos,:d mining scheme \.\1 ould
violate section 2!1 of the bill of rights, and, which constrains the Statt::! from
J\\'arding mining rights th,1t would endanger eci.l!ogical systems and hrirm
thv r:n\'ironrncnt tu the prejudice of present and (utu n:: genera tions.
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Behind the irony curtain: Blood Diamond,
Xolobeni and the real story of MRC.
Shareholder activism for a "new civil economy".
Preamble
"I am looking at an incredible view right now'' says Danny Archer
(Leonardo di Caprio), mortally wounded, taking in the beautiful African
landscape while speaking on a Satphone to Maddie Bowen (Jennifer
Connolly) as the Hollywood blockbuster movie Blood Diamond moves to
its resolution.
It truly is an incredible view. The
setting is in fact the Mzamba estuary
and flood plain on the Pondoland
Wild Coast, pretending to be an
alluvial diamond mine in Kono Sierra
Leone.
They share final farewells as he asks
her to assist Solomon Vandy, who has
retrieved the enormous diamond that
he had buried before being captured
at the start of the film. It is that 'Big
Pink' around which the story revolves,
"The kind of stone that can transform a life.. or end it" as the production
notes explain.
As his life ebbs away, his red blood mingling with a handful of red earth,
he gives her permission to finish her article exposing the dealings of a
corrupt South African mining executive Rudolph van de Kaap (Marius
Weyers) enmeshed with rebels who have enslaved local villagers to
harvest diamonds to fund their civil war in Sierra Leone.
htlps:/fmedium.com/@johngiclarke/behlnd-the-irony•curtain-blood-diamond-xolobeni-and-the-real-story-ot-mrc-6a626c9c2913
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"Its a real story now. And you can write the hell out of it."
It truly is a real story. But for the fact that it is not conflict diamonds but
deposits of titanium and other heavy minerals that are the source of the
conflict.

T

his four and half minute sequence sets the scene for my story. Fetch
the tissue box first and watch it.

Leonardo di Caprio gives an Oscar nominated performance in his final sequence from Blood
Diamond. Filmed on location near Xolobeni on the Pondo!and Wild Coast, dressed up to look like
Kono, Sierra Leone

On 30 May 2018 shareholders ofMRC Ltd will again gather in Perth
Western Australiafor their Shareholders Annual General Meeting.
Few of the shareholders oftoday were among the shareholders who
owned the company in 2007. This story is toldfor the benefit of all
investors, both recent and long term. It is the story ofMRC's ill-fated
ambition to obtain mining rightsfor the titanium-rich Xolobeni
Mineral Sands project on the Pondoland Wild Coast ofSouth Africa. It
is a story rich in both history and mystery, and asks investors to
dispassionately consider who poses the greater risk to the return on
their investments in South Africa: the seven SouthAfricans whom the
company and Mark Caruso are now suingfor defamation? Or Mr
Caruso himselffor attacking the messengers because he didn't like
their messages?
https:/lmedium.com/@johngiclarke/behind-the-trony-curtain-blood-diamond-xolobeni-and-the-real•story-of-mrc-6a626c9c2913
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Then
"Engagement is a process of wrestling-seeking not to destroy, but to
challenge (and accept being challenged) and to uplift. As Walter Wink says,
'The Powers are good. The Powers are fallen. The Powers must be redeemed.'
Engagement, then, is about actionfor transformation. It is not about
terminal destruction."

Alastair Mdntosh. Soil and Soul: People versus Corporate Power.

A

ustralian junior mining company Mineral Commodities (MRC) Ltd
trades as a so called "penny stock" company on the Australian stock
exchange along with some 1200 other small mining exploration
companies to secure venture capital. MRC's founder Mark Victor Caruso
has identified a few minerals and mining prospects, mostiy in Africa, but
after nearlytwo decades has onlybrought one into production.

To better appreciate the role of small mining exploration companies like
MRC let's draw an analogy from nature-the fascinating productivity
strategy of a beehive. Apparently, the division oflabour ofworker bees
between scouting and producing is governed by an 85:15 ratio. Eighty
five percent of the worker bee population fetch the pollen and turn it into
nourishing honey while fifteen percent are out scouting for new sources
of pollen at any one time. To keep the whole hive supplied with raw
material on a sustainable basis requires adherence to the ratio. With a
waiting swarm in attendance, upon returning to the hive a scout
performs an intricate dance to indicate the direction and distance of a
new pollen source. The swarm flies off, but intriguingly only 85% of the
workforce are obedient to the flight plan. While they go and collect the
raw material and bring it back to transform it into honey, fifteen percent
fly off randomly. Those that do return again indicate another fresh
resource of pollen. The cycle thus repeats itself to leave human observers
with a somewhat counter-intuitive rule of thumb principle to ensure the
viability of any enterprise: the long-term survival of the hive depends on
the random behaviour of 15% of the productive workforce.

B

ack in 2007, in the context of the global mining industry, MRC was
one such bee. Its market capitalisation was very small; it only had
three directors, two of whom are brothers, and for some years the board
only met once a year at the AGM of shareholders. With few costly
overheads, it maintained its listing on the ASX with the part-time

https://medium.com/@johngiclarke/behind-the-irony-curtain-blood-dlamond-llolobeni-and-the-real-story-of-mrc-6a626c9c2913
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services of a professional company secretary who also took care of the
obligatory reporting and adherence to ASX rules of other (presumably
similar) 'scouts'.
The Caruso family made their money in earth moving equipment and
road construction, and it seems MRC was a sideline venture into a front
line mining exploration and operation that piggybacked on the former.
Mark Caruso did not have in-depth experience in the wider and more
complex aspects of successful mining. It seems he thought Africa would
be ideal to exercise his entrepreneurial ambitions to diversify. Two other
private family operations are located at the same address as MRC, Zurich
Bay Holdings (a major shareholder in MRC and provider ofloans) and
Simto.
In 2006, Caruso vaunted three promising 'pollen sources': a diamond
tailings re-treatment operation in Kono, Sierra Leone, and two Mineral
Sands ventures in South Africa, The Xolobeni Mineral Sands project on
the Eastern Cape Wild Coast, and the Tormin Mineral Sands project on
the Western Cape Coast. Caruso and his two co-directors believed these
would yield a real share value that was much higher than its listing at
the time. On that basis he marketed MRC to investment fund managers
and others with money to spare, as an investment worthy of their
consideration.
To purchase one MRC share on the stock market on 18 May 2007 only
required a lowly 17 Australian cents. In a sudden unexplained change of
fortunes, three days before the shareholder AGM, the traded share price
dramatically climbed to 26 cents, an increase ofsome 40%.
Looking beyond the vagaries of the stock market, what was the real
value ofMRC's shares at the time?
This question is inspired by comments made by internationally regarded
South African retired judge Mervyn King at the Business and Human
Rights Conference held in Johannesburg in January 2007 hosted by the
Foundation for Human Rights.

A

bit about the man. After he retired in 1994 as ajudge of the
Supreme Court of Appeals, he was invited by the Institute of
Directors in South Africa to oversee the drafting ofwhat became known
as the King Report on Corporate Governance-the first aspirational
corporate code for companies listed on the South African Securities

https://medium.com/@johngidarke/behlnd-the-irony-curtain-blood-diamond-xolobeni-and-the-real-story-of-mrc-6a626c9c2913
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Exchange. King viewed this as an opportunity to educate the newly
democratic South African public on the working of a free economy. The
committee's report was to be the first report of its kind in South Africa,
and came to be admired internationally. Since 1994 his pioneering work
has gone through four iterations, each improving on the previous to
shape standards of good corporate governance that appeal to
commitment rather than formal legal compliance in respect of guiding
principles for corporate reporting on non-financial, environmental and
social issues. This was in keeping with growing demand of a globalising
world to reframe the accountability of directors of corporations for a
planet in a worsening state of ecological crisis. His reputation made on
the national stage in South Africa, he was subsequently appointed as
chair of the UN-sponsored Global Reporting Initiative and continues to
share platforms to educate and inspire leaders in government and
industry to raise their game in reporting. He is now Professor
Extraordinaire at the University of South Africa and visiting professor at
Rhodes university.
His 2011 explanation of Integrated Reporting elaborates.

My note book from the 2007 conference reveals Prof King to have
explained his vision as follows:
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"We are now in an era of a 'new constitution of commerce'with a new civil
economy . . . when you buy a share in a company that is listed on the
Securities Exchange the price does not equal book value. Over the lastfew
hundred years accounting standards, principles and methods have been
developed in the trading ofthings, like this glass in my hand. But now we are
recognising that intangible things-non-financial aspects-have become
extreme!)r important in valuing a company. Issues like the reputation of

management; the reputation of board members; how the company treats it

people; how it relates to it suppliers and so on. Does it real!Jr meet the

expectations ofits stakeholders? Has it really become a member of this
constitution ofcommerce, of this new civil economy?

We unwitting!Jr make these estimates in valuing shares. We must, because
the real value, the price we pay, for the share is not equal to the nominal
book value. We are payingfor that intangible quality, which I call 'forward
looking information' so we can make an estimate ofthe true value of that

company, and the institutions oftrade make that estimate today on a long
term sustainability basis.

We are in the era ofgovernance, the era of a new civil economy. There is a
new constitution ofcommerce, which is a holistic approach in the way we
direct corporations because they belong to you and me. "

To ears still somewhat wet behind, this was music for drying them. Two
months earlier, on 28 November 2006, MoneyWeb had published a
damning expose of MRC's false claims and promises with respect to the
Xolobeni mining venture. In a report headlined "Gq H_oro,e AJ.ss_i�s"
financial journalist Julius Cobbert had been tasked by his editor Alec
Hogg to investigate after I had shown him evidence that sharply
contradicted Mark Caruso's version of what was happening on the
ground in the Amadiba community at the time.
Judge King's inspiration helped shape a Shareholder Activism strategy
over the ensuing six months that, had he been correct about the
emergence of a "new constitution of commerce in a new civil economy",
would have shut down MRC, avoided the deaths of at least three local
residents and allowed eco-tourism to again flourish to create income
generating opportunities for the Amadiba community and others living
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on this spectacular stretch of
coastline.
How so?
MRC traded entirely on 'forward
looking information' and relied on
investor faith in intangible qualities to
attract capital for the transformation
of opportunity into actuality. Like any
other venture capital enterprise, MRC
could remain in business only for as
long as its gambles paid off, and its
prophecies acquired the requisite self
fulfilling character to build a
momentum of investment-an
investor bubble. It is easy and
relatively painless to buy and sell
shares in MRC for those with money
to spare. Playing the stock market as a
recreational pastime has an
advantage over trying one's luck in a
casino. Those disposed to the
rationalisations of neo-liberal
economic theory can at least comfort
themselves with the thought that their cash is going into a shared entity
that heralds some long term, added-value, holistic benefit to society. The
odds in a casino are stacked against the gamblers who know that the
'house' will never lose the zero-sum game. And the 'house' winnings
simply enrich the shareholders of the gambling enterprise. Gambling
contributes nothing to the common good.
Listed companies like MRC need to attract investors who, while
motivated by the same gambling incentive, are ultimately only going to
keep 'gambling' if their investment yields real dividends. In the
meantime, management must inspire confidence.
Negative publicity created by the Hollywood blockbuster Blood Diamond
that exposed the violation of human rights in diamond dealing activity
in Africa made Mark Caruso's job a lot harder. This is particularly so
because in late 2006, oblivious of the imminent release of Blood
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Diamond he chose to describe the company's Kariba Kono diamond
tailings dump retreatment project in Sierra Leone in terms that echo the
theme from the screenplay.
"The No 11 tailings dump resultedfrom alluvial diamond operations in the
1 960's by the Sierra Leone Diamond Trust. Although the plant was
advancedfor its time, investigation into the operating history of the plant
after thefortuitous discovery ofthe 969.8 carat "Star ofSierra Leone"
diamond (my emphasis) indicated that the initial plant design wasflawed
and it is believed the operating efficiency would have been reduced with
time, leading to the loss ofdiamonds to tailings."
Another 'big pink' perhaps?

M

RC's website turned up information that told us that MRC's auditor
had to qualify his audit report because the set of books that MRC
had inherited in purchasing Erebus Pk Ltd (which owned the Kariba
Kono Diamond tailings dump) were in shambles.

But such things are often put down to bad luck rather than bad
judgement. The most successful entrepreneurs will turn these setbacks
to their advantage, re-framing them as tests of courage and character.
These provide the stage for them to redouble their efforts to convince a
sceptical investor audience that a project is beyond reproach in financial
as well as non-financial standards of accountability.
But it was the Xolobeni Mineral Sands 'pollen source' located on the
Pondoland Wild Coast of South Africa that was testing the resolve of
MRC directors and staff most severely. MRC hoped to receive a licence to
mine a 22 km stretch of coastline for heavy mineral deposits that would
fetch an estimated US$ 1,6 billion in revenues over its 22-year lifespan
(this rare symmetry between space and time dimensions is not an error).
It was proving extremely controversial because, in another strange
symmetry, its rare concentrations of non-renewable minerals happen to
occur in what is known as a global biodiversity hotspot. The area known
as the Pondoland Centre of Plant Endemism is the habitat of plants that
only grow here. Ifinterfered with they are threatened with extinction.
Would these survive the mining operation as well as the associated
socio-cultural upheaval that would invariably be left in its wake?
https://medium,com/@johnglclarke/behind-the-irony-curta(n-blood-diamond-xolobeni-and-the-real-story-of-mrc-6a626c9c2913
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It is such matters that constitute the "forward-looking information"
which Mervyn King highlighted as necessary to assess the intangible
component of any company's real share value. At the time I thought it
reasonable to assume that, once they had been appraised of the facts,
even the most crassly ignorant 'casino capitalist' would think twice about
investing in any company which threatened biodiversity. Given King's
confidence in a new era of accountability, enlightened investors of the
'new constitution of commerce of a global civil economy of
accountability', would surely listen and act appropriately.
Although not using these precise words, MRC corporate policies, of
course, claimed all the predictable noble intentions that presented the
company as an organisation true to the norms and values of the
emergent "civil economy>'.

Caruso confidently assures his investors and the media that the Xolobeni
venture would scrupulously avoid threatening such rare biodiversity. He
asserted that mining would, in fact, achieve a net environmental gain by
'rehabilitating' the 'degraded' dunes in which the heavy minerals lay.
Environmentalists regarded such ambitions as fanciful and the use of the
word 'degraded' pejorative and misleading. There was no scientific
evidence then, or now, to back up theories that the exposed sands were
due to anything else besides an entirely natural process of interaction
between the primal elements of Earth, Wind, Fire and Water, which
combined to produce heavy concentrations of certain minerals over long
geological time horizons. Moreover, the discovery of Stone Age artefacts
in the supposedly 'degraded' dunes date back to the Sangoan Era
(between 150,000 to 300,000 years ago) provided another sound reason
for making the dunes off-limits to any mining operation, at least until a
full heritage assessment had been completed.
The archaeological aspect suggested that Judge King might have added
"backward-looking information" as of equal importance for the proper
determination of the intangible aspects, in assessing the real value of a
corporate entity in an emergent global civil economy. Looking back in
time I discovered that besides rare plants and rare minerals, the
AmaMpondo people who live in this beautiful place are also somewhat
unique. Sinegugu Zukulu, born into an Mpondo clan on the Wild Coast,
is as remarkable as the rare endemic "nKhomba" Palm (Jubaeopsis
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caffra) which grows below his ancestral home in the Mntentu River
Gorge.
Sinegugu and some 28,000 proud
Mpondo live in isolated rural
households within and adjacent to the
proposed dune mining area. Few
besides Sinegugu are aware that the
heritage of endemic plants, like the
nKhomba palm (and numerous other
rare endemic plants) heritage of
endemic plants has an intangible
value that no share price could
possibly factor in its commercial trade
value. Sustaining the Wild Coast stalwart Val Payn, another prophetic
voice alarmed at the failure of the global economy to account for the
value of biodiversity, asked in an article, "At what costthe loss of
Pondoland Centre ofEndemism?
In assessing the relative merits or not ofdevelopment projects, traditional
methods of economic assessmentgive afalse accounting in that they seldom,
ifever, accurately accountfor the value and benefits ofnatural resources to
communities, nor adequately reflect the loss of these to the economy when
'balancing the books' ofpotential development schemes. This gives rise to a
weighted accounting ofthe relative merits or not ofany particular
development.

Perhaps this is because, historically, the abundance of natural resources had
made usperceive them as 'forfree' (and often 'free' seems to serve as a
pseudonymfor �imitless'). With the global environment in crisis as a result
of the abuse of natural resources, partly because the true value of them has
never been properly accountedfor, traditional economic methods clearlyfall
short when used to assess the merits ofproposed schemes.

For instance, mining is traditionally considered a highly profitable industry,
and some people, and countries, have amassed great wealth on the produce
ofmines. But the accounts of mining companies never reflect the losses that
mining causes to the environment and to society-the permanent loss of
https://mediUm.com/@johngiclarke/behind-the-lrony-curtain-blood-diamond-xolobeni-and-the-real-story-of-mrc-6a626c9c2913
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productive land to mine dumps, the economic cost to society of air and water
pollution as a resultofmining activities and the health implications thereof,
the social and development costs when mines close because the resource is
depleted or through mine-related injuries, or the social and economic costs
when communities are moved or disturbed because ofmining activities. If
mining companies had to bear the cost ofthesefactors and pay
compensation for the loss ofthese to society, would mining be considered
such an economic 'gold mine'?

Considering that the wellbeing ofall ofhumanity depends upon the optimal
functioning ofnatural systems this seems a horrendous oversight.

It would be a pity ifthefuture economic developmentpotential ofPondoland
were gambled away on short term stakes. One cannot bring species back
from extinction, and the communities that dependfor a livelihood upon the
PCEcannot afford development mistakes. Nor, for that matter, can South
Africa.

P

lausibly, the dune mining project would boost the local economy, at
least until the minerals run out. Besides jobs and infrastructure
development, a local empowerment partner the Xolobeni Empowerment
Company Pty Ltd (Xoko) had been set up in 2003 to channel revenues
from dividends from the obligatory 26% Broad-based Economic
Empowerment shareholding in the venture to a number of charitable
trusts.

At risk of taking this story along a long and winding detour, the birth
and 'DNA' of Xolco needs to be explained, not only to understand where
the soft underbelly of the Xolobeni mining scheme lies, but also as a lens
through which to understand the utterly perverse nature of South
African mining policy embodied in the Mining Charter and Mineral and
Petroleum Resources Development Act of 2002 (MPRDA). Let it suffice
to reference this film on YouTube, the Mtentu Moment (2003) and say in
passing that, although MRC may own a controlling majority of shares in
South African mining ventures, unless their local empowerment partner
is committed to the idealistic norms and values of Mervyn Kings "new
constitution of commerce in a new civil economy", foreign shareholders
who may aspire to such, might as well take their money elsewhere. MRC
was dependent on Xolco to give them traction on the ground. Whatever
hltps://medium.com/@johngiclarke/behind-the-irony-curtain-blood-diamond-xolobeni-and-the-rea!-story-of-mrc-6a626c9c2913
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potential value the partnership promised as a truly uplifting enterprise
in 2003, its founder directors Zamile Qunya, Maxwell Boqwana and
Patrick Caruso, proceeded to quickly squander it by deceit, manipulation
and worse.
It was plainly obvious to everyone that the Amadiba coastal residents
would need to adopt a formal communal land rights resolution that gave
their consent to the proposed mining. Even Mr Qunya said as much in
the 2003 interview. Nine minutes into the interview he says "Our
government I trust even now will come to us before they come up with a
recommendation. There will be no resolution without considering our
views ... There will be no road or mining that will happen without our
consultation"
He said "consultation" rather than
"consent" but seems to have realised
that consent would be required when
five years later he engineered the
fraudulent submission of 3087 names
of local residents (many of whom had
long passed away) with forged
signatures claiming their "prior, free
and informed consent" to the mining.
As this story will show, that criminal
nple from the fraudulent list of local residents claiming their prior free
act spelled the death knell for MRC's
and informed consent.
chances of securing mining rights,
and Mark Caruso's attempt to smother that detail suggests that he knows
that too. Whatever analysts make of all the other scandalous information
that surrounds MRC's conduct in South Africa, Mark Caruso seems
particularly anxious to try and distance himselffrom it.
I am able to offer that analysis because by May 2007, even though the
fraud had not yet been committed (that act ofdesperation occurred in
August/September 2008, and only came to light in 2009) I had already
developed a close trusting social work relationship with a spectrum of
local residents and community leaders who made it clear to me that they
were overwhelmingly opposed to the mining scheme and would never
consent to it. It was also clear to me from my interaction with Zamile
Qunya that he showed clear symptoms of an anti-social personality
disorder and was capable of doing whatever it took to achieve his
personal agenda.
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RC shareholders weren't to know that when they gathered in Perth
for the scheduled AGM. All they knew was that MRC was
nominally compliant with the Jaw by having a empowerment partner
that had been allocated the minimum 26% shareholding required as
precondition for any successful mining rights award. Mark Caruso cited
this as an inducement for other investors to have confidence in securing
a return from investing in the 74% balance. However, he could not
indicate how long it would take before the capital and technology
intensive operation yielded a dividend to MRC shareholders but did hint
that, since Xolco did not have any money to pay for their 26% share, a
contingent shareholder loan agreement had been signed between them
whereby the 26% share was valued at AU$18 million. The loan will have
to be repaid as a priority over other distributions of revenue once mining
commenced. From the perspective of investors in Xolco, this meant they
would score from the interest charged on the loan as well as from the
revenues from the mining.
From the perspective of Xolco and the Amadiba coastal community they
professed to serve, the loan repayment would further push the time
threshold that Xoko shareholders would break even on their
'investment' into the future. Before getting into the 'black', they would
have to settle the AUS$18 million plus interest all for the pleasure of
having MRC mine their ancestral lands.

Considering that as at 31 December 2006 MRC's total consolidated book
value amounted to only $19 million, I explained all the above to a
clandestine meeting with four directors of Xolco who had approached
me for advice. They had been hastily co-opted by Zamile Qunya and Max
Boqwana to try and give a more respectable face to Xolco following
media reports that Xolco was "simply a group of businessman out to
make a quick buck" as the Queen of the AmaMpondo alleged. I
explained that it was not for me to try and dissuade them if they
genuinely thought mining was a good idea, but that since MRC's book
value was only a few dollars more than the Joan agreement, it would be
in their interests to find another financial backer to lend them $19
million and buy the whole of MRC. That would secure AIL the shares in
the Xolobeni Mineral Sands project, as well as prospects of returns from
MRC's other projects (if indeed there were any).
Disbelievingly they sought a second opinion from an independent
mining analyst, who confirmed my analysis. Three of the four directors
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resigned from Xo!co, realising they had been misled by Qunya and the
Xolco attorney Max Boqwana (who had resigned as a founding director
but remained as their attorney). This YouTube instalment Th�. It:11th
Ab.ou.t t!)e,ll:olgbeni Em,pc,�rwen_t<::0!1111.anx (2011) explains.
Those resignations happened some months after the 2007 Shareholders
AGM. While Sinegugu and other local community leaders, Mzamo
Dlamini and Nonhle Mbuthuma were busy exposing Qunya's lies and
deceits at the local level, I was tasked to get answers at the global level
by continuing to scrutinise MRC's reports to shareholders that are posted
on the Australian Securities Exchange listing. Reports only tell you so
much. We needed to make contact with the actual shareholders. And if
we could not find any willing to talk, well, there was nothing stopping us
from buying shares in MRC ourselves, and demanding answers at the
AGM. This would both test the credibility ofMRC's management, and
test the belief of Judge Mervyn King in the virtues of the emergent
"global civil economy''.
A sympathetic contact in Australia found out from the share register that
the most substantial shareholder was an investment fund operated by a
Hong Kong based fund manager, Ward Ferry Ltd, called the Asian
Reconnaissance Fund which owned 12% ofMRC's equity.
I confess a deeply ingrained prejudice and judgemental attitude to global
capitalists who make vast sums of money by entirely speculative
transactions on the stock exchanges of the world. But I was trying to
follow the teaching of theologian Walter Wink in his three-stage
strategy: Name the Powers, Unmask the Powers, Engage the Powers,
advocated by Scottish Quaker Pacifist Alastair McIntosh who had been
advising me. 'Engaging the powers' implies a willingness to engage in
the hope that some common ground might exist upon which to develop
a better way.
Is 'engagement' a milder form of confrontation? Or is confrontation a
stronger form of engagement? McIntosh continues the opening quote
above:
The Powers do have a rightful and necessary place in life. But when power

ceases to be predicated on service, when it ceases to be carried lightly and
held responsibly and accountably, itsfallen nature shows."
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wrote a lengthy report to Ward Ferry. It provided information on the
Xolobeni Mineral Sands Project that MRC CEO Mark Caruso neglected
to tell them in his reporting, and traced some links between bits of
information that were present in the report but discreetly separated. I
made the case for Ward Ferry, as a responsible fund manager
accountable to its own investors, to make a "strategic intervention" in
MRC, with both its investors and my clients interests in mind. It seemed
that there was a convergence of interest to get to the unvarnished truth.

I

I didn't specify what 'strategic intervention' should be made, since my
professional code of ethics as a social worker obliges me to uphold the
right of client self-determination, and I was careful to make it clear that
my intervention was simply part of the process of connecting with all
significant parts of the broader client system within which I was
working. This led to an extremely revealing phone call with an
anonymous staffer within the company. He confirmed that his bosses
had received my report and were "considering its contents", but that I
shouldn't expect any formal reply as they were somewhat "publicity shy''.
Suffice to say the conversation was very interesting. He knew Mark
Caruso personally and said his company was becoming increasingly
alarmed by his management decisions. "We have lost 40% of our
shareholder value already."
The identity of the mystery man remains a mystery. But a bigger mystery
ensued. Shortly after my phone call in early April 2007, MRC's share
price started to pump. It rose in a steep and unusual upwards trajectory
precipitating a query from the ASX authorities for an explanation for the
sudden increase in volumes traded. In a letter to MRC dated 30th May
2007 theysaid in a letter to MRC, "We have noted a change in the price
of company's securities from $ 0.17 on 25th May 2007 to $0.23c today.
We have also noted an increase in volumes trading in the securities
during this period".
Several questions were put to MRC effectively aimed at finding out if
there had been insider trading. The ASX does not have many rules to
constrain the free trade in shares, but does expect listed companies to
request a trading halt on shares if information of a price sensitive nature
becomes known.
In reply the Company Secretary said MRC was not aware of any
information of a price sensitive nature that should have been
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announced, and could offer no explanation for the sudden pump in the
price. He assured the ASX of the company's compliance with all the rules
of the game.
We then decided to insert another oar in the water. Besides having
aroused Ward Ferry's interest in MRC's management decisions, we
decided to enter the belly of beast.
As the day of the Shareholder AGM approached, and still believing the
utterances of Judge Mervyn King urging civil society to build the
momentum toward a "global civil economy of accountability'' we found a
sympathetic Australian businessman who offered to buy some shares in
MRC so that we could empower two proxies to attend the AGM
scheduled for 30th May 2007 on his (our) behalf, to ask some questions.
Expecting to 'take one for the team', he 'sacrificially' bought 3500 shares
priced at the time at AUS $ 0.17 on 18 May 2007, and jokingly
commented, "I hope I have made a good investment". '.Arthur' and
'Martha' (not their real names) were duly authorised by him as his
proxies to ambush Mark Caruso at the AGM.
He never saw it coming.
Arthur reported back as follows.
HiJohn,
Just got backfrom the AGM. Thefirst half hour was tedious administrivia
which the directors raced through. At the end Mark Caruso gave a number
ofbriefs on the variousprojects outlined in the annual report. When it came
to Xolobeni he mentioned some negative media but assured us that he had
met personally with the highest ranking Dept ofMinerals and Energy
(DME) officers who supported the project ''but he could not publicly say
that'�
About twenty shareholders were in attendance but Martha and I were the

only ones to ask questions. Using your questions as a basis I asked about the

negative publicity coming out of SA about the project particularly with the
blood diamond screening and so on, and even the King and Queen of the

region coming out against it. He basically said 'don't believe whatyou read
in the papers and that he had thefull backing of the King and Queenfor the
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project. He admitted it is a very environmentally sensitive area, 'but didn't
want to dwell on that'.
Martha asked about the BEE issues and Xolco and how thefunds were to be
distributed to the community. Martha will no doubt tellyou about his
response which was that the company. had been accused of all sorts of
things so they changed representation on Xolco board to be more
representative. "Even installing a woman!"

The directors basically launched themselves at Martha as soon as the
meetingfinished so I shot through to talk to some shareholders outside. The
two I spoke to were nervous about the media 'image problem' that was
developing in Xolobeni and were considering selling out their shares .
. . . More soon1 Cheers,
Arthur

'Martha' (who had by the way never met 'Arthur' until the day of the
event) in turn wrote.
HiJohn,
As Arthurstates. . . . the directors Caruso together pounced on me the very
second the meeting closed and kept me cornered in my seat so thatI couldn't
get to speak to any ofthe others-needless to say Iplayed "sit on thefence"
with them to see if they would come out with anything. As no other directors
had asked any questions aboutXolobeni it was on(y Arthur and I that had
the floor. We managed to raise a number ofsocio-political and community
issues which Iam sure the shareholders would not have previous(), been
familiar with. Unfortunately, we did not get to discuss all ofthem as Mark
Caruso tended to hold thefloorfor ages every time we asked a question.
Their main "selling point" both to the shareholders and to me later on was
that they, an Australian mining company, were essentially bringing much
needed relief in theform ofjobs and wealth to a starving, impoverished and
neglected community. Theyfelt that ifSA was that passionate about
upliftment why were no South African companies or indeed, their own
Xhosa leaders such as Tokyo Sexwale etc, providing healthcare,
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employment, schooling, water etc to these areas. Thus, it was taking an
Australian company to show the South Africans how to do it. He referred to
Xolobeni as one ofthe top 10 undeveloped deposits in the world and pointed

out thatllluka here in WA was running out of minerals and moving over to
the Murray Basin on the East Coast ofAustralia.
Caruso was very open about the tediousness of the negotiations the
company was being subjected to and tried to convince the shareholders that
this "pot of titanium" was well worth the wait. However, he also openly

stated that " if, at the end of the day, we have to walk away and we have left
a school, access to water and nothing else... so be it. At least we tried." He
said they havefull support ofall the councils (6) and Oliver Tambo District
Municipality was infull support of the project.
My question regarding the subsidy of the Xolco shareholding to the tune of
$1Bm revolved around where this was reflected in thefinancials and
secondly how was this going to be paid back to the company-bearing in
mind most Broad-based Economic Empowerment (BEE) initiatives have no
money. The answer was that the amount is in the quarterly statements and
that it would be paid back out ofdividends once mining commenced. I
laboured thepoint by saying this was a substantial amount of money
considering the business did not have mining approvals. He said that it was
the DME/ BEE requirement which meant that shareholding had to be
finalised before applications-probably not what shareholders wanted to
hear but this would have made them realise that minus $1 Bm was now

sitting in the books and could possible not be recouped should mining not go
ahead.
I then asked how the company was going to ensure that the community
actually befittedfrom the mining dividends and notjust the directors ofthe
BEE or afew elite or it wasjust lost in administrative management of the
BEE. Caruso was adamant that the company had an ''unbeatable formula"
which would see the community directly benefit through support of
infrastructure projects and community upliftment programs. He again gave
the meeting the hero sob story about dying babies and no water which the
company would remedy. However, quickly adding the company was in this

to make money as well!
This conversation around BEE's and community supportfor the program
continued when they cornered me and basically expanded on all their plans
https:f/medium.com/@johngiclarke/behind-the-irony-curtain-blood-diamond-xolobeni-and-the-real-story-of-mrc-6a626c9c2913
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to build schools, support eco-tourism ventures, SMME's and had already
started sending people on hospitality training. They talked about Barnes
and I said I remembered himfrom Richards Bay Minerals days and they
said he was running their programs for enviro I social. I said it was allfine,
butgetting it right and delivering would take a lot of understanding of the
tribal politics and the corruption that money could bring to these areas. For
"outsiders" to real(y know who was playing who on the ground is almost

impossible in Africa and the company was likely toface manyobstacles and
a lot more time before getting approvals (both social and environmental).
Regarding enviro issues-Ipointed out that SA has an exceptional!>' high
standard of legislation surrounding protection ofthe environment and that
it was strong(y enforced-unlike in Australia where mining companies can
get away with all sorts ofnonsense. He said their company was going to
proveyou could mine in an environmental!>' sustainable manner. He
referred to RBM and said the company was right to stop mining at St Lucia
and should never have mined there in thefirstplace as it was so sensitive. I
pointed out that there was a similar casefor the Wild Coast as this is such a
beautiful unspoilt area.
Overall myfeeling was that the company is becoming increasingly
disillusioned by the drawn out process ofapprovals andfinding the
resistance extremely annoying to manage. Their inability to "sell their
virtues"in the region .. and thefact that they are not being welcomed as
hero's to the starving masses is, to say the leas� very confusing. They
display the usual arrogance ofAustralian companies who think they have
superior policy, practises and legislation and should be welcomed by third
world countries like RSA and notfronted with legislative obstacles when
they want to invest in the country. As Mark said. . . the country should be
welcomingforeign investment and be grateful that we are coming in to
provide much needed employment in this area which was neglected during
apartheid and is still being ignored by its own people."

In a long distance telephone call with Martha I asked if any mention had
been made of the concerns posed by the ASX, which had appeared on
MRC's listing coincidentally on the same day as the AGM. She said
nothing was mentioned but it could explain why Mr Caruso was looking
"as if he was about to have a heart attack".
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The purpose of the 'shareholder activism' ambush strategy having been
achieved, the kindly shareholder was eager to sell his shares before the
expected crash. He sold at 25cents, making a very satisfying 40% profit.
Had he held on for another ten days he would have almost doubled his
money. The share price peaked at an all-time high of 35 cents before the
"pump and dump" (a fraudulent practice of encouraging investors to buy
shares in a company in order to inflate the price artificially, and then
selling one's own shares while the price is high) swindle came to an end.
There can be little doubt looking at the following chart ofMRC's share
price that somebody was responsible for doing so. A close study of the
listing of shareholders before and after the rise and fall will surely
identify suspects. The ASX needs to do that. I have established that the
WF Asian Reconnaissance Fund is no longer a shareholder in MRC, but I
do not know at which point the disinvestment came.
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I did dutifully inform the ASX about my conversation, and offered them
my theory as to why this "pump and dump" episode happened. Apart
from a polite letter of thanks I don't know if any further questions were
asked.
Perhaps they thought that free market forces of the "new civil economy"
were dealing with any dishonesty and manipulation given that MRC's
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share price sank from an all-time high of 35 cents to an all-time low of 3
cents over the next 16 months.
But as the chart below discloses, when MRC was trembling on the edge
ofbankruptcy toward the end of 2008 somebody started buying up the
shares cheaply and the share price started to recover. It slumped again in
2009 -2010 but 2011 marked the start ofanother episode.
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Who was that mystery buyer?

E

verything that Qunya and his fellow Xoko directors did following the
2007 AGM seemed calculated to depreciate rather than enhance the
intrinsic value ofMRC shares. Instead of an inclusive process to address
concerns, the mining protagonists conspired with corrupt government
officials and politicians to use coercion, manipulation, intimidation and
outright fraud to try and engineer things in their favour.
In my e-books The Promise of Justice Parts 1 and 2 (2014) I narrate the
extraordinary turn of events that brought Mark Caruso and I into an
increasingly confrontational relationship due to his stubborn refusal to
listen.
For a visual and acoustic version of the same story from the perspective
of an independent film maker the award winning documentary The
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Shore Break makes for riveting viewing. Herewith the trailer.

The film ends at a point in the saga before the confrontation became
increasingly violent. To further educate the growing international
audience who are now following the story I re-published articles I had
written for various South African online media outlets in an omnibus e
book titled '"�_,1J}:'.j\fClr\,l/il\JC:_ollst: !)�fore al)g_l)eio11d tb�S_hClre B,�/ll(
published in June 2015.
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Still attracted byJudge Mervyn King's
visionary belief in the emerging
global civil economy of accountability,
I hoped that the international
publicity would be enough to
convince MRC's investors that their
shares were headed for terminal
decline for as long as the Xolobeni
venture featured on MRC's books.

Alas, the violence intensified: not
because MRC was necessarily driving
it, but because their structural reliance on a local BEE partner without
any real traction with the community meant Xoko was desperately
running out of options. Desperate times, desperate measures.
On 21 March 2016 I celebrated Human Rights Day among myAmadiba
friends on the Wild Coast with a group of school boys embarking on a
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hike. Deputising for my friend Sinegugu Zukulu who was unable to do
the usual introduction, it was meant to be a festive occasion where I
would start them off on their Amadiba Adventure. An event ideally
suited for me to entertain the youngsters with the manystories I have
accumulated since my first Amadiba Adventure sixteen years before.
They were only glints in the eyes of their parents back then, and there is
nothing more satisfying than inspiring the next generation with a good
news story about environmental conservation.
However, as we sat around the campfire in a local homestead, their hosts
Nonhle and Mzamo were somewhat reserved and anxious. I was further
puzzled the next morning when, after receiving a phone call from the
Chair of the Amadiba Crisis Committee 'Bazooka' Radebe, they insisted
on sending Nonh!e's young cousin to accompany me on the five km walk
back to my car, on the other side of the Mzamba gorge. I had done the
walk countless times before. I did not need a guide, and was well known
to the Sigidi village. I wanted to be alone to marvel how peaceful the
Mzamba gorge was in 2016 compared to the manufactured mayhem in
2006 that Blood Diamond producer Ed Zwick had created in the
culminating scenes of that film when Danny (Leonardo di Caprio),
Solomon (Djimon Hounson) and his son Dia (Kagiso Kuypers) scramble
up the steep banks of the gorge with soldiers in hot pursuit.
I knew better than to question or interrogate Nonhle about the phone
call, and accepted Nalo Mbhutuma to be my guide. I was grateful both
for the company and his help in holding the camera while I filmed myself
at different spots explaining the remarkable synchronicity of Life and Art
converging in the Blood Diamond and the Amadiba narratives, which I
thought might be worth telling in another of my amateur films on
YouTube. What better way to spend Human Rights Day than
contemplating the miracles of how those rights had enabled the
Amadiba to succeed in their struggle without the bloodletting that Blood
Diamond portrays?

The film ends with Solomon addressing a conference on Blood
Diamonds to supposedly wrap up the Kimberley Process within which
Global Witness had played a key role to clean up the diamond trade. The
Kimberley process had been launched in 2003, and the release ofBlood
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Diamond in 2006 was meant to seal the deal. In 2011, "persistent and

unresolved concerns about loopholes and a failure to address a broader
range of human rights concerns", led Global Witness to withdraw from
the process. Still, I was hopeful that at least in South Africa in 2016, a
happier ending would come to the Amadiba than Ed Zwicks film
produced. The King IV protocols for corporate governance were about to
be published, and the United Nations Convention on Business and
Human Rights was making slow but apparently steadyprogress toward
stronger accountability measures being implemented by member
countries like Australia to ensure the likes of MRC was more tightly
regulated by their Securities exchanges and corporate governance
systems. Despite the failure of the Kimberley Protocol Zwicks motivation
for making the film had been a great inspiration to me because South
Africa's institutional frameworks were in place to supposedly change the
prevailing tendency. He had said,
'It seems that almost every time a valuable natural resource is discovered in

the world-whether it be diamonds, rubber, gold, oii whatever-often

what results is a tragedyfor the country in which they arefound. Making
matters worse, the resulting richesfrom these resources rarely benefit the

people ofthe countryfrom which they come.'

Ed Zwick, Director ofBlood Diamond

When I arrived back in Johannesburg the following day I got a phone call
from Sinegugu Zukulu. It explained why Nonhle and Mzamo had
insisted on a body guard. Their leader, the chair of the Amadiba Crisis
Committee 'Bazooka' Rhadebe had been shot eight times by gunmen
posing as policemen. The phone call had been from him, alerting them
that he had got wind of a plot to assassinate leaders of the Amadiba
Crisis Committee. He was first on the list, with Nonhle and Mzamo
second and third.
Blood titanium?
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Theologian vows to continue activist's work

foweh1m

mylife.nys

Clorke 0f slain
protest leader

Now
It is scarcely necessary to have to detail what has happened since then up
to the present moment, because the effect of Bazooka's murder has been
to raise the media profile of the story even higher than either Blood
Diamond or The Shore Break managed to do. Neither has it been
necessary for me to make another amateur documentary to tell of the
ironic convergence of the fiction ofBlood Diamond with the fact of the
Wild Coast "Blood Titanium".
Under pressure from human rights activists in South Africa, Australia
and London, MRC was eventually pressured into divesting from
Xolobeni. An announcement was made to that effect by Mark Caruso on
the 18th July 2016. The following day he served court papers on me
suing for defamation claiming that I had made public statements
accusing him of being responsible for Bazooka Radebe's murder.
That might have rattled me if he had stopped there. However in the
following weeks his attorney was kept busy drafting papers to sue
another six South Africans for statements they had made with respect to
his Tormin mining operation.
MoneyWeb broke the story of Caruso's deceits in 2006. It is thus fitting
and fair that they get the last word again. In a report dated 23 June 2017
Ciaran Ryan wrote of Defamation Suits fly over mining controversies.
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Excerpts.
Aw;tralian mining company Mineral Commodities Limited (MRC) and its
CEO Mark Caruso are suing six environmental activists and attorneys,
including social worker John Clarke and environmental lail'.}'er Cormac
Cullinan, alleging the mining company and its CEO were defamed. Also
being suedfor defamation is Mzamo Dlamini, a spokesperson for the
Amadiba Crisis Committee, an organisationformed in 2007 to stop mining
of titanium in the Wild Coast area.

MRC has been involved in a long-running dispute with Pondoland
community members over its plans to mine mineral sands at Xolobeni on the
Wild Coast. Lastyear the Amadiba Crisis Committee lodged a high court
application to have the Xolobeni Miningproject on the Wild Coast ruled as
unconstitutional. Ifsuccessfu� it will havefar reaching implicationsfor
the mining indw;try in South Africa, as it will require companies to
adhere to the international human rights benchmark of ''prior, free
and informed consent" oflocal landowners before any mining project
can proceed (my emphasis).

LastyearMRC announced its decision to disinvestfrom the Xolobeni Mining
project and sell its shares to its BEEpartner. It was originally granted a
mining licence atXolobeni in 2008, but this was revoked in 2011 because of
unresolved environmental issues. Some environmental activists argued that
MRC's disinvestment was strategic, and will retain a crucial though low-key

role in the miningprojectgoingforward. A new application to mine the area
is currently with the Department ofMinerais and EnergyAffairs.

Also being suedfor defamation are two attorneys at the Centre for
Environmental Rights (CER), '.lracey Davies and Christine Reddell, and
activist Davine Cloete, who are accw;ed ofmaking defamatory statements
about MRC's subsidiary company Mineral Sands Resources (MSR) and its
director Zamile Qunya duringpresentations at the University of Cape Town
in January this year. This relates to comments during the presentation
claiming poor environmental practices by the company's Tormin mineral
sands project on the West Coast.
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All sixare defending the summonses, claiming these are nothing more than
SLAPP suits (Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation) intended to
censor, intimidate, and silence critics by burdening them with the cost of a
legal defence until they abandon their criticism or opposition.

Cullinan, in his reply to the summons, says the defamation action
constitutes an abuse of the court process, as "there is no reasonable prospect
ofa courtfinding that (Cullinan's) statements constituted wrongful
defamation... ". He defends his public statements as protected speech in that
his comments were true or substantially true, a genuine expression of
opinion, and in the public interest.

In papers before the Cape High Court, Caruso and MRC claim Clarke
insinuated that the company was involved in the murder ofPondoland
community activist Sikhosiphi "Bazooka" Rhadebe, who was gunned down
lastyear by unknown assailants. This claim ofdefamation was based on an
interview Clarke gave the Daily Maverick.

"The intention of (Clarke) in making the statements as aforesaid was to
convey the innuendo that (MRC) had been involved in the murder of
Rhadebe and resorted to criminal conduct, including murder, as a means of
silencing and pressurising opposition to its operations and, by so doing,
facilitating its ongoing operations, including the acquisition ofmining
licences, ,, says Caruso's summons. "The innuendo is wrongful and
defamatory of (MRC) and was made with the intention of injuring (MRC)
in its reputation."

Clarke, in his reply, says he was quoted inaccurately in the article and did
not insinuate that MRC was involved in the murder ofRhadebe. Caruso
appears to have doubled down on Clarke, expanding the numbers of
defamation claims against himfrom seven to 18, representing a total
damages claim ofRS million. This was after Clarke filed his response to the
summons issued by Caruso and MRC.
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Dlamini is also accused of defamation after apparently claiming in a radio
interview that the companywas involved in the assassination ofRhadebe. . .

[Clarke] says he never insinuated that Caruso or MRCwere behind the
murder ofRhadebe, though says his life has been threatened by certain
community members opposed to the work he is doing (Moneyweb is in
possession of the name ofthe individual alleged to have threatened his life).

Caruso also claims Clarke defamed MRC in a Cape Talk radio show when he
accused it ofhuman rights abuses, and ofthe "rapacious exploitation" of the
Tormin mineral sands project, a beach sands project 400km north ofCape
Town in which Caruso is involved.

Clarke replies that other than the misquote in the Daily Maverick, all other
comments he made in respect ofCaruso and MRCwere substantially true
and were made in the public interest. . .

The summonses served on the activists and lawyers claim MRC� reputation
has been damaged by the alleged defamations and it has sufferedfinancial
damage as a result. Clarke denies anyfinancial damage has been suffered by
MRC as a consequence ofwhat he has said, and that any damage incurred
was self-inflicted.

Cullinan, a prominent environmental lawyer based in Cape Town, is also
accused of defamation over an interview he gave on Cape Talk radio where
he alleged MRC was engaged in a policy of b,zying offcertain traditional
leaders as part of a colonial-style divide and rule tactic. Cullinan also
alleged that lists ofsupposed supporters ofmining activity in the area
containedforged names as well as dead people. Caruso argues that listeners
are led to believe that MRC resorted to "criminal conduct, including.fraud,
to overcome opposition to its operations at Xolobeni (where the mineral
sands operation is based)'; and that it bribed and corrupted third parties to
support its mining operations. MRC and Caruso are each claiming a total of
Rl .5 million.from Dlamini and Cullinan.Hisfamily and the ACC are still
https://medium.com/@johngiclarkefbehind-the-irony-curtain-blood-diamond-xolobeni-and-the-real-story-of-mrc-6a626c9c2913
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awaiting an arrest. A moratorium on any mining activity has been declared
by the Mini.ster ofMineral Resources, which expires in December this year.

Recalling Judge Mervyn Kings explanation about the difference between
the book value and real value of shares in corporate entities, the
important questions that shareholders need to ask are:
1. What is the current book value of MRC's 56% share in the Xolobeni
venture? It appears as if Xolobeni has assets ofAU$6m and
liabilities of AU$5.9m leaving a Net Asset Value of $100k.
2. What is the real value of MRC's shares in the Xolobeni mining project?
Given the above narrative, if Judge Mervyn King had money to invest in
MRC what "forward-looking information" would be significant to help
him decide if the current 26 cent market price was a good buy?
It is not enough for Mark Caruso to state that "the company fully
supports the ongoing development of the Xolobeni Project and its
decision to divest is in no way a reflection of its commitment to its
mining interests in South Africa."
It is reasonable to assume that until current litigation processes are
concluded MRC is going to be hard put to find any investor willing to
throw good money after bad. Apparently MRC needs to recoup about
R80 million spent fruitlessly since they became enmeshed in the deluded
dream two decades ago.
Caveat emptor! (let the buyer beware).

Conclusion
In the media frenzy following Bazooka's murder on 7 April 2016 Redi
Hlabi managed to get Mark Caruso onto the talk radio show that she
hosted on Radio 702. Fifteen minutes into the discussion, in the course
of his explanation of MRC's position, he distanced himself from the
conflict and said tellingly "Firstly we are under a mining right
application process, which has been stalled due to the situation on the
ground and for the mining companies refusal to engage in any form of
confrontation (my emphasis)."
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After Mzamo Dlamini confronted him with the allegation that MRC
provided resources that were being used to cause conflict and violence,
and was paying for legal fees of people arrested and charged for
attempted murder and assault, Caruso again stated "The company has
continued to support non confrontation." Redi Hlabi expertly handled
the interaction, but Caruso chose to terminate his participation before
the confrontation yielded a peace-building outcome.
Listening again to the podcast two
years later is very interesting, because
the passage of history has shed
enough light to show Caruso to have
been wrong in his confident assertion
that only a small minority of local
residents were opposed to the mining,
and that no families would be
Location of homesteads that will have to move to make way for
resettled. All of that is now being
the mining.
ventilated in court with the start of
proceedings to secure a judicial declaratory order for right of the
community to say no to mining, or failing that for the mining rights
applicants to pay full compensation for the land value. Judgement is
awaited but readers can yjew "-full ��£Clr<:Hng_of tb,e 11,_gc:��dJn!:Ji and
make up their own mind.

Richard Spoor, attorney for the Amadiba asks the court "how much would it cost to buy 22 km of
pristine coastal land? Billions!" April 2018,judgement is reserved.
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For present purposes, and draw this storyto conclusion, I wish to
contemplate the word 'confrontation'.
Caruso says MRC does not support anyform thereof. Social workers are
trained to employ confrontation as part of their skills set in making an
intervention. After a decade of trying to confront him and build a
relationship of understanding, his response has been mockery, ridicule
and insults.
I bear Mr Caruso no personal malice. Social workers are trained to
handle all personality types and not to take things personally. I have
empathy for him. His dream of scoring in the big league with "company
making" Xolobeni Minerals Sands project has become a nightmare. His
application for membership of the South African Chamber of Mines was
turned down, and besides having to contemplate the end of his
relationship with Xolobeni he leaves a string of broken relationships in
South Africa, including a short lived partnership with Cape Town
businessman Andrew Lashbrooke.
In seeking the advice on this story from one of mymany confidential
whistle blower sources I was told,
"Mark is somewhat like a Donald Trump where anything goes and the only
real weakness is displaying arzy shame. He has an outcome in mind and
simply won't let any humanity stand in his way. History has shown he wins
because he is prepared to do what others won't or are too embarrassed to do.
He will go as low as he needs to. But appealing to anything in Mark to
dissuade himfrom the course he is in has no chance ofsuccess asfar as I am
concerned. I al.so used to be close to his largest shareholders and has spent
time explaining all that Mark is to them. They have decided to let him be.
More than that ifyou look at the annual report they all seem to value him
andpay him huge salaries, bonuses and share awards. And the share price
is rising. So ifyou going to take him on and win, it won't be easy and neat
andyou71 have to get dirty in the trenches.

That is why this story is told, leaving MRC's investcrs to ponder this
question. After everything stated above, do they really think MRC's
fortunes at Xolobeni and Tormin will be restored by suing the
messengers because Caruso did not want to believe their messages?
To be continued.
https://medium.com/@Johngiclarke/behind-the-irony-curtaln-blood-diamond-xolobeni-and-the-real-story-of-mrc-6a626c9c2913
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